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Get warmed up I

HIATUS, p. 11

* Search for missing teacher called off i

Reflections

Symphony tunes up for
holiday show this Sunday

The G-A won't print on Monday. Instead,
look for the Miscellanys Reflections edition.

VARIETY, p. 8
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Friday ceremony
to honor veterans
Ceremony to note
GSU community
who served in wars

can do when they put their minds
together," he said.
He has worked as a supply core
officer doing logistics supporting the
fleet. He was on cargo landing units
that load and unload Marine equipBy Casey Altman
ment. He also worked with the Sea
Assistant news editor
Bees whose slogan is "We build. We
fight." The Sea Bees were originally
This Friday is Veterans Day a day started during World War II to build
to honor the living service men and runways.
White has worked with this
women who have served during
wartime and peacetime to pro
group to build Navy bases in
tect our freedoms. There are
Iraq and Kuwait and to do some
many veterans right here
reconstruction after hurat Georgia Southern.
ricanes destroyed parts of
"They (Guardsmen
Florida.
and Reservists) are the
He said he will probones who are called up
ably spend Veterans Day
quietly; he will still have
and leave quietly. They
class and office hours, but
are gone for a number of
VETERAN'S
he might listen to the Billy
months or a year or more,
DAY
Ray Cyrus song "Some
and they quietly return,"
While GSU will
Gave All."
said Veterans Aid Certifyremain open
ing Official Becky Avant.
Saspriska Poysa a senior
Friday, federal
at GSU is back from active
"There are people that are
offices and banks
duty in Iraq. "I experienced
walking around campus
will be closed.
things I'd never thought
that the general populaabout before," she said.
tion is not even aware that
The local cer"Sometimes we went days
they have been gone."
emony will be
without water to shower,
Jack White a professor
held at 11 a.m.
Friday in the
and there were dust storms
in the College of Business
Averitt Center
almost everyday. It makes
Administration has been
in downtown
me appreciate what service
involved in the Navy ReStatesboro.
men and women do."
serves for 16 years and is a
She said she appreciates
Commander. During that
and respects veterans more
time he has been to the far
east, to Southwest Asia, Europe, the because she has been in their shoes.
She said she admires their courage
Mediterranean and all over the U.S.
"I'm glad for the opportunityjust to and how they can remain calm in
do what I do, meet people I wouldn't unpredictable situations.
Eighty-six year old former Georgehave met because they aren't in my
see VETERANS, page 8
profession and to see what people

Geology researcher
heads to Antarctica
6SU News Service
Georgia Southern
faculty member
Michael Kelley is
heading south for the winter.
In fact, he will be going just
about as far south as anyone
in the world can go.
A research scientist and
adjunct instructor in the
department of geology and
geography, Kelley will participate in an expedition that
will take him to Antarctica
for six weeks in December
and January.
The 12-person team will
collect meteorites in an area
just a few hundred miles from
the South Pole. The specimens will be forwarded to
the Johnson Space Center in
Houston for further study.
"This is a tremendous
opportunity, not only for
me, but also for GSU," said
Kelley, who left for Antarc-

tica on Nov. 8. "As a teacher,
an expedition like this can
provide you With a wealth
of experience that you can
bring into the classroom.
And anything that enhances
the learning experience of
our students is good for the
university."
Kelley will detail his dayto-day activities in a Web log
that will be available at www.
georgiasouthern.edu on or
around Nov. 19. In addition,
area schoolchildren will have
the opportunity to ask questions via e-mail that he will
answer from the field.
"From the very beginning, I wanted to find a way
for kids to have a connection,"
Kelley said. "We are hoping
that teachers throughout the
region who are teaching their
students about Antarctica
or meteorites will have an
interest in bringing the exsee SOUTH, page 8

NATURAL
RESOURCES
Twenty-four
countries signed
an agreement that
barred exploration
of Antarctica for oil
or mineral deposits
for 50 years. Various
metals, such as
iron and gold, have
been found in small
amounts but not
worth harvesting.

CLIMATE
East Antarctica is colder than West Antarctica because of its higher elevation.
Higher temperatures occur in January
along the coast and average slightly
below freezing.

Associated Press

WASHINGTON-Houseleaders
late Wednesday abandoned an attempt
to push through a hotly contested plan
to open an Alaskan wildlife refuge to
oil drilling, fearing it would jeopardize
approval of a sweeping budget bill
Thursday.
They also dropped from the budget
document plans to allow states to
authorize oil and gas drilling off the

INSIDE
Football team honors
seniors Saturday
Thirteen seniors will be honored at Saturday's home football game against Morehead
State. | Sports, p. 6

Authorities find 35
cats, one dog in house
Code enforcers find 36 animals
in a house that neighbors complained of an ammonia-like
smell. | 0IA,p.3

TODAY1
High: 80 1 Low: 43
Partly cloudy
www.stp.georgiasouthern.edu

By NekesaMumbi Moody
Associated Press

Madonna certainly has been the
embodiment of the adage, "There's
no such thing as bad publicity."
For years, she expertly used
controversy as a sales tactic, as she
challenged sexual and social mores
with her outlandish antics, defiant
attitude, outspoken nature — and,
of course, her music.
And it always seemed to work
— until she got political.
Her last effort, 2003's "American
Life," trumpeted the star's opposition to the Iraq war, complete with
a violent video that included a spoof
of President Bush. It drew the usual
cries of outrage from her detractors,
but for the first time in her two-decade career, sales were lackluster.
"Of course I was disappointed,"
she says, the bitterness still present
in her voice and her eyes. "I sort of
knew it already, but if you're an entertainer, you're not allowed to have

see ARCTIC, page 8
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Associated Press file photo
Her new record, "Confessions on a
Dance Floor," was out Tuesday, Nov. 8.

an opinion.... if you go against the
grain, you will be punished. I thought
there would be a lot of people who
agreed with me."
Madonna is decidedly less opinionated on her new record, "Confessions on a Dance Floor," out Tuesday.

SUNDAY

SATURDAY

[

Antarctic Treaty
defers claims;
sections (some
overlapping)
claimed by
Argentina,
Australia, Chile,
France (Adelie
Land), New
Zealand (Ross
Dependency),
Norway (Queen
Maud Land)
and United
Kingdom. The
United States
and most other
nations do
not recognize
the territorial
claims.

Madonna finds the celebrity chase
uninteresting as she releases new CD

Atlantic and Pacific coasts — regions currently under a drilling
moratorium.
The actions were a stunning
setbackfor those who have tried for
years to open a coastal strip of the
Arctic National Wildlife Refuge, or
ANWR, to oil development, and a
victoryfor environmentalists, who
have lobbied hard against the drilling provisions. President Bush has
made drilling in the Alaska refuge
one of his top energy priorities.
The House Rules Committee formalized the change late
Wednesday by issuing the terms
of the debate when the House
takes up the budget package on
Thursday.
The decision to drop the
ANWR drilling language came
after GOP moderates said they
would oppose the budget if it was
kept in the bill. The offshore drilling provision was also viewed as
too contentious and a threat to the
bill, especially in the Senate.
Last week, the Senate included
ANWR drilling in its version ofthe
budget, so the matter will have to
be thrashed out in negotiations

FRIDAY

WHO OWNS
ANTARTICA

Maternal material girl

Arctic drilling proposal
' dropped from budget bill
By Andrew Taylor

Meteorites from Antarctica are a relatively recent resource for study
of the material formed
early in the solar system;
most are thought to
come from asteroids
but some may have
originated on larger
planets. Compared with
meteorites collected in
more temperate regions
on Earth, the Antarctic
meteorites are relatively
well-preserved.
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An effervescent celebration of club
life, the disc recalls the exhilaration
and exuberance of some of her biggest hits, like "Music" and "Vogue."
But while some may seethe album
as her attempt to re-establish herself
as a pop queen, Madonna — who at
47 has become an icon, selling more
than 60 million albums in the United
States alone — says the quest for
more fame is a low priority.
But on her new CD, the former
Material Girl expresses disillusionment with celebrity. On the song
"How High," she wonders how much
fame is enough — and what it's all
worth in the end.
"I'm a totally different person
now," says Madonna. "It's the natural
progression — most people just grow
up (after) having children, being in
a grown-up relationship, having so
many years of life in the spotlight
... having fame and fortune (and)
realizing it's not what everyone
thinks it is, and what it's all cracked
up to be."
Sports
6,7
Variety
8
Classifieds.. 10
Hiatus...9,11,12

Grokster
shuts down
following
settlement
Latest file sharer
to close following
legal battles
By Gary Gentile
Associated Press

LOS ANGELES - The popular Internet file sharing service
Grokster Ltd. may be going the
way of Napster.
In a surprise settlement with
the recording and movie industry
announced Monday, Grokster
agreed to shut down its music and
movie swapping software and pay
$50 million in damages.
Grokster executives indicated
they plan to launch a legal, feebased "Grokster 3G" service before year's end under a new parent
company, believed to be Mashboxx of Virginia Beach, Va.
"It is time for a newbeginning,"
Grokster said in a statement issued
see GROKSTER, page 5

OUR PRINT SCHEDULE
The G-A will print Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday
next week before taking a break for the holidays.
Look for one edition on Dec. 1 after we return.
Covering the campus like a swarm of gnats.
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GSU staff member
battles liver cancer

POLICE BEAT

Coworkers sponsor raffle and chicken dinner
sale to raise money for medical expenses
By Rachel McDaniel
News editor

There is no normal day for Lynn
Fail anymore. She has been working
at Georgia Southern for 11 years
and she was diagnosed with liver
cancer in June. Co-workers and
concerned community citizens,
as well as several sororities and
fraternities are working together to
throw a chicken dinner fundraiser
and raffle on Friday, from 11 a.m.
until 7 p.m. at the Pittman Park
United Methodist Church across
from campus.
John Oglesbee, assistant director of material management said
Fail has not let her treatments
keep her spirits down. "With all
the things she's been through, she's
remained positive," said Oglesbee.
"She's always a lot of fun to work
with and she is professional with
what she does. She's a good person
to be around and you can always
depend on her."
Fail works as Buyer 1 for materials management. Oglesbee said she
is part of the purchasing team that
buys the universjties' technology
equipment including computers,
servers, printers and smart classroom equipment.
The chicken dinners will include
green beans, potato salad, rolls,
dessert and tea. Anyone can stop
by or drive thru, but organizers are
requesting that tickets be bought in
advance so the correct amount of
food can be prepared.
Tickets are $5 and can be purchased from Caroline James in the
Rosenwald building, room 2303.
Orders of 10 plates or more can be
delivered.
Anyone who buys a $2 raffle
ticket has the chance to win a 2006
Briggs and Stratton motor, $100 in

Lynn Fail

gas from Mighty Mike's Hot Stop,
GSU shirts, a Sears tool set or one
night at the Trellis Garden Inn.
Fail continues to work her
schedule around her biweekly chemotherapy treatments, work and
taking care of her three daughters,
age 6,16 and 18. "I have bad days
but they're really good to me at work
and I just do the best I can," said Fail.
"It's just a day-by-day thing."
Caroline James, publications
specialist in the office of the registrar, is helping to organize the
event to raise money for Fail to
pay for growing medical bills and
other expenses.
"We have volunteers who have
promised to come help cook, put
together plates, and even deliver
the food," said James. "They've all
helped sell tickets, helped baked
goodies to add to the meal. We've
got campus faculty and staff, students and some from the outside
community working together to
serve a great meal."
Fail is keeping a positive outlook and is thankful for the dinner her friends and coworkers
are organizing. "I appreciate all
that everybody's doing for me,"
said Fail.

James Hall/STAFF
Students learned about post-graduate opportunities at this year's Grad Fair in the Nessmith-Lane building.

Students at graduate fair

By Darren Jones

Staff writer

The fourth annual Graduate School
Fair took place this Tuesday at the Nessmith-Lane building. The event hosted
over 30 representatives of schools in
Georgia and surrounding states, although an accredited university from
Mexico was there as well.
Representatives set up booths
where interested students got information aboutMasters, Doctoral orprofessional training programs in various
fields such as business, medicine, law,
health, psychology and a wide range
of other disciplines.
Dozens of students walked away
with bags full of brochures, webcards,
CDs, catalogs, flyers, business cards
and candy as well as a knowlege of
post-graduate opportunities.
"We're bringing the programs to the
students," said Mike Backus, recruiting
and marketing official of the Georgia
Southern College of Graduate Studies.

"Our role is to make our own students
aware of educational opportunities
both here and at other universities."
Many students used the information at these fairs to inform their future
decisions regarding education. The
high number ofstudents able to utilize
this information to their advantage
suggests that GSU has a fairly efficient
working model for a grad fair. The fact
that many universities return year after
year to recruit undergrads seems to
bolster this impression.
Clemson University is one of the
schools that have participated in every
one of GSU's grad fair programs. One
of the main reasons for this consistent
return has been good student response
according to Clemson graduate school
Business Manager Brenda Goodman.
The good student response can be
traced back to an earnest attempt to
combine thorough information v/ith
the human element. "Its always good
to see a face. We'll answer specific

questions, and if we can't answer them
there we take the student's email and
have the department head contact the
student directly' said Goodman.
LaMarcus Hall, a junior interested
in child and family development whose
ultimate goal is to have the opportunity
to help kids, took a look at what other
schools such as Valdosta and Brenau
had to offer. None had exactly what he
was looking for, but they offered some
degrees relatedtochilddevelopment.'T
just might stay at GSU," he said.
Senior in accounting Courtney
Fambro was looking specifically towards UGA, hoping to transfer back
to her hometown of Athens, but the
general representative couldn't give her
the business school related information
she was looking for, although she did
get three contact numbers. Having
representatives from specific schools to
answer field-related questions may be
a way to improve the fair, commented
Fambro.'

11-01-05
• Statesboro police officers responded to K-mart to handle
a shoplifting in progress. Upon
arrival Loss Prevention personnel told officers that three black
females had taken $400 of things
from the store without paying for
them. When Loss Prevention and
personnel attempted to stop them,
the females became combative, ran
and left the scene in their vehicle.After an investigation the vehicle
was found by Emmanuel County
SO and the three females were ar-:
rested. The items that were taken
from K-Mart were recovered in;
addition to numerous other items
and tools used to assist in the theft
of the store merchandise. The
approximate amount of all the
items taken was more than $400.The three women Felicia Taywana
Wells, 24, of Swainsboro; Vanessa1
Rohaee McGahee, 25, of Swainsboro; and Tracy Delaine Kirkland,
25, of Swainsboro were charged'
with Theft by Shoplifting- Felony,
Theft by Receiving Stolen Property
and Possession of Tools for Commission of Crime.

;

11-07-05
• At approximately 2 p.m. the
Statesboro Police Emergency Response Team and Criminal Investigations Division served a search
warrant at703BWeatGradySt.Ext.
The search warrant was served at the
end of a month-long investigation
into sales of illegal drugs from that
location. As a result SPD Detectives
located approximately three to four .
ounces ofmarijuana and packaging
materials for the marijuana. Bangladesh D. Brown, 25, of Statesboro
was arrested and charged with Possession With Intent to Distribute
Marijuana, Possession With Intent
to Distribute Within 1000 ft. of a
Housing Project, and Possession
With Intent to Distribute Marijuana
Within 1000 ft of a Park.
11-08-2005
t A bicycle was taken from the
Sanford Hall bike rack.

WIN TWO BACKSTAGE PASSES!
FIRST 2000 STUDENTS TO PURCHASE TICKETS ARE ELIGIBLE TO WIN!
RANDOM DRAWING HELD THURSDAY, NOV. 17!
WINNERS ANNOUNCED ON EAGLEENTERTAINMENT0NLINE.COM!

EAGLE

ENTERTAINMENT

PRESENTS

k A MARCHANT ENTERTAINMENT PRODUCTION

FRIDAY, NOV. 18,7 P.M.
AT PAULSON STADIUM,
GEORGIA SOUTHERN
UNIVERSITY
WITH SPECIAL GUESTS

BOBBY VALENTINO
AND
KILLER MIKE
TICKETS ON SALE NOW AT THE UNIVERSITY STORE AND ONLINE AT WWW.ETIX.COM
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Oil company execs defend profits
in appearance before Congress
By H.Josef Herbert

Associated Press

WASHINGTON-Oil executives
sought to justify their huge profits
under tough questioning Wednesday,
but they found little sympathy from
senators who said their constituents
are suffering from high energy
prices.
"Your sacrifice appears to be
nothing," Sen. Barbara Boxer, DCalif., told the executives, citing
multimillion-dollar bonuses the
officials are receiving amid soaring
prices at gasoline pumps and predictions of more of the same for winter
heating bills.
There is a "growing suspicion
that oil companies are taking unfair
advantage," said Sen. Pete Domenici,
R-N.M. "The oil companies owe the
American people an explanation."
The executives represented five
major companies that, along with
their global parent corporations,
earnedmore than $32.8 billion during
the July-September quarter. Consumers, meanwhile, saw gasoline prices
soar beyond $3 a gallon in the aftermath of supply disruptions caused by
Hurricanes Katrina and Rita.
Lee Raymond, chairman of
ExxonMobil Corp., the world's
largest publicly traded oil company,

acknowledged the high gasoline and
home heating prices "have put a strain
on Americans' household budgets,"
but he defended his company's profits.
Petroleum earnings "go up and down"
from year to year and are in line with
other industries when compared with
the industry's enormous revenues.
It would be a mistake, said
Raymond, for the government to
impose "punitive measures hastily
crafted in response to short-term
market fluctuations." They would
probably result in less investment by
the industry in refineries and other
oil projects, he said.
ExxonMobil earned nearly $10
billion in the third quarter. Raymond
was joined at the witness table by the
chief executives of Chevron Corp.,
ConocoPhillips Co., BP America Inc.
and Shell Oil Co.
But senators pressed the executives to explain why gasoline prices
jumped so sharply in the aftermath
of Hurricane Katrina, when prices at
the pump in some areas soared by $1
a gallon or more overnight.
Sen. Bill Nelson, D-Fla., asked
why the industry didn't freeze prices,
as it did after the Sept. 11,2001, terrorist attacks.
Raymond said that after Sept.
11 "the industry wasn't concerned

Oil companies defend big profits
Executives of five major oil companies appeared at Senate hearings
on Wednesday to explain large third-quarter profits amid rising
energy costs for consumers.
g^. _

Lee
Raymond,
Exxon
Mobil

John
Hofmeister,
Shell Oil

"Petroleum
earnings go
up and
down with
the volatility
in the openly and globally traded
commodities in
which we
deal."

Asked
Congress
not to seek
"punitive
taxes on an
industry
working
hard to
respond to
high prices
and supply
shortfalls."

Price inPeople may
creases after
not realize
Hurricane
"the enormous
Katrina
levels of in"resulted in a vestments remarket that
quired to
was able to achieve those
attract supply earnings and
and minimize bring new enlarge scale ergy supplies
supply dis- to the market."
ruptions."
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0EARLSBORO, okla. — The
Hanna High School basketball
team can take some consolation: It
didn't get shut out.
It did, however, lose 112-2 on
Friday night to Earlsboro.
"It was embarrassing to watch,"
Earlsboro coach Jim Walling told
TheOk|ahpman,"But you can't
just tell your kids not to score. I've
ISeen coaching 27 years and have
never been involved in something
like this."
; The Wildcats led 42-0 after
one quarter and 73-2 at halftime.
Walling pulled his starters in the
Second half, and game officials
fcept a running clock, stopping it
6nly for free throws.
"■ Each player on Earlsboro's
tO-man boys' roster scored. Seven
players finished in double figures.
k

Dog, 35 cats found
in smelly home
0 NEW KENSINGTON, Pa. — When
neighbors complained about a
strong ammonia-like smell coming
from a house, officials expected
to find a methamphetamine lab.
Instead, a code enforcement officer
found 35 cats and a dog.
"Everywhere you looked, you saw
cats," New Kensington code enforce-

Women get dating
service refund
© NEW YORK — A Manhattan
judge has ruled that two women
whose expectations were dashed
after they signed on with the Internet dating service Great Expectations are entitled to refunds of all
fees they paid.
Civil Court Judge Diane
Lebedeff awarded one woman,
identified by the pseudonym Jennifer Doe, the $1,000 she had paid
for a six-month membership after

*

•

•

t

*

*

*

about whether there was adequate
supply," as it was after this year's
Gulf storms.

the woman said she had met no
one through the service. The judge
awarded the other woman, Debra
Roe, the $3,790 she paid for a 54month deal.
The judge found that "there
was a massive overcharge by the
dating service"and that Great
Expectations' contract "violated
every mandate of the Dating Services Law" except for the three-day
"cooling off" right to cancel.

Clerk found sleeping with marijuana
QMERRIMACK, N.H. - Police say
a 19-year-old convenience store
clerk fell asleep on two jobs this
week: minding the store and selling drugs.
Sammer Gandhi of Nashua
was charged with possession of
marijuana with intent to distribute
after two Merrimack police officers
found him sleeping in the store's
office with a quarter-pound of
marijuana.
It happened late Monday at a
7-Eleven store after a customer
called police to report no one was
in the store.
Police searched the building
and say that they found Gandhi
sleeping in a back office with a big
bag of pot, a scale and a smaller
bag of pot.
They say he was packaging the
marijuana for resale.
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David
O'Reilly,
Chevron
"We had to
respond to
the market,"
when asked
why oil companies didn't
freeze gas
prices after
Hurricane
Katrina as
they did briefly after 9/11.
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Now Accepting Submissions for Spring Edition!
Drop by submissions
by Room 2009 in the Williams Center.

Tip from 'concerned citizen' leads to road
rage killing arrest
LAFAYETTE — A tip from a "concerned citizen" led to an arrest in a road
rage killing witnesses by two of the victim's children, Walker County Sheriff
Steve Wilson said Wednesday. Wilson said Lance Rockholt, 36, of Ringgold was
arrested Tuesday night in Chattanooga, Tenn. Rockholt was charged with murder
in the Oct. 28 fatal shooting of Mark Anthony Pickett, 39, of Cloudland.

Oil company execs defend huge profits
WASHINGTON — The chiefs of five major oil companies defended the
industry's huge profits Wednesday at a Senate hearing where they were exhorted
to explain prices and assure customers they're not being gouged. There is a
"growing suspicion that oil companies are taking unfair advantage," Sen. Pete
Domenici, R-N.M., said, opening the hearing in a packed committee room.

THE WORLD
Blair suffers major defeat on terror bill

3.2 3.6

'04 '05

IN GEORGIA

WASHINGTON — Democrats cleaned up big in off-year elections from
New jersey to California, sinking the candidate who embraced President Bush
in the final days of the Virginia governor's campaign. They also turned back all
four of GOP Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger's efforts to reshape state government.
Democratic Sen. Jon Corzine easily won the New Jersey governor's seat after an
expensive, mudslinging campaign, trouncing Republican Doug Forrester by 10
percentage points. Polls in the last week had forecast a much closer race.
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' Earnings for Royal Dutch Shell PLC, the parent of Shell Oil; " Earnings for BP PLC

stories by The Associated Press

ment officer Rick Jacobus said.
The animals were found in
the home's rafters and air ducts;
the carpets and floors had been
soaked with animal urine, he said.
"Your eyes began to tear,"
Jacobus said. "It was like someone
opened a can of ammonia."
Jacobus took police with him
last week to inspect the rental
house, about 20 miles up the
Allegheny River from Pittsburgh,
because officers told him the odor
could signal a methamphetamine
lab.
The three adult tenants were
evicted and the Westmoreland
County Children's Bureau was
contacted to check on the young
boy who lived there.
A city ordinance allows up
to four cats and two dogs per
residence.
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Quick, what s new

THE NATION
Democrats win elections in N J. and Va.

Third quarter profits, in billions of dollars

ONLY IN AMERICA
High school hoops
team loses 112-2

James
Mulva,
Conoco
Phillips

Ross
Pillari,
BP
America

!PAGE 3

AP

By keeping prices higher, adequate supplies were assured, he
maintained.

LONDON — Prime Minister Tony Blair lost a crucial parliamentary vote
Wednesday on sweeping new legislation allowing police to detain terrorism
suspects for 90 days without charge — the first major defeat of his premiership and a serious blow to his authority. Instead, lawmakers, including some
from Blair's own Labour Party, voted for a maximum detention period of 28
days without charge.
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'Only in America'and news briefs compiled by Bert Noble, deputy managing
editor for The George-Anne.

HARTSCHAFFNER&MARX

J^ariaxiira (Louzt
q-.OO — QiOO Iji.m.
Smoked Salmon Display
■ Holiday Punch
Roast Marbled Pork Loin
with Scalloped Potatoes
Vidalia Onion Gravy
Fried Turkey with Dressing
Chicken Alfredo
Shrimp Stir Fry
Green Bean Casserole
Broccoli with Feta Cheese Sauce
Sweet Potato Souffle
Creamed Corn
Collards
Tomato Casserole
Assorted Breads
Thai Fry Bananas and Flaming
Tropical Strawberries
(Served over Sour Cream Pound Cake)
Chocolate Fountain with Assorted Fruits

;
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World's largest, 'most unique' aquarium set to open in Atlanta
By Doug Gross

Associated Press

ATLANTA — The whale sharks
are the kings of the 6-million-gallon
tank, their presence palpable even
before they emerge from the murky
darkness like massive star cruisers in
a science-fiction film.
Once visitors to the new Georgia
Aquarium have seen Ralph and Norton
— the only whale sharks on display
outside of Asia — they'll still have at
least 99,998 more fish to go.
When the 500,000-square-foot
aquarium, bankrolled almost exclusively by a $200 million gift from
Home Depot co-founder Bernie
Marcus, opens Nov. 23, it will officially
become the world s largest by virtually
any standard.
"It's going to be the most unique
aquarium in the world," said the 76year-old Marcus. "I don't want to say the
best... the best will come after people
view it and decide."
Shaped like an abstract cruise ship
looming'over Atlanta's Centennial
Olympic Park, the aquarium is expected to attract as many as 2 million
visitors in its first year and be the anchor
for a downtown tourism revival.

Already across the street from CNN fish, including some from Georgia's
Center and the Georgia Dome, the waters. It will have a separate "educaaquarium will be joined in 2007 by a tion loop," with its own faculty and a
new World ofCoca-Cola museum next curriculum crafted with state education
door. And the city also is a finalist for officials.
NASCAR's hall of fame that would be
There's a 4-D movie theater, which
shows movies with 3-D animation and
located nearby.
The unusual fish on display, pre- other special effects, and a banquet hall
sentations that will include computer- that can serve a sit-down dinner for
generated images, spotlights andmusic, 1,100 people.
and the sheer size of the project have
For Marcus, who made billions after
aquarium officials around the world co-founding Home Depot in 1979 with
now-Atlanta Falcons owner Arthur
buzzing.
"We're very much looking forward Blank Jr., the aquarium is a $200 million
to it and we're expecting big things," "thank you" note to the city of Atlanta
said Kristin Vehrs, interim executive and state of Georgia.
Response to the aquarium has been
director of the American Zoo and
Aquarium Association.
mostlypositive.withmore than 40,000
Holding 8 million gallons of water annual passes sold — 8,000 on the
and home to more than 100,000 fish, first day they were available. But the
the Georgia Aquarium already dwarfs project has been at the center of some
what had been the nation's largest controversies.
indoor aquarium for decades, the
Marcus waded into an emotional
5-million-gallon, 20,000-fish Shedd fight when he wrote a letter in support of an Atlanta ordinance banning
Aquarium in Chicago.
In addition to the pair of juvenile panhandling in downtown's tourism.
whale sharks, which could grow to Advocates for the homeless called the
more than 40 feet, there will be five ordinance, which was approved in
beluga whales, two of them rescued September, discriminatory.
A handful of animal rights groups
from an amusement park in Mexico.
The aquarium will also include a ' protested the aquarium's plan to display
wide array of saltwater and freshwater whale sharks, saying the giant animals

AP Photo/John Bazemore

Ralph, of two whale sharks, swims above another fish at the Georgia Aquarium, Oct. 27,2005, in Atlanta. When the
500,000-square-foot aquarium, bankrolled almost exclusively by a $200 million gift from Home Depot co-founder
Bernie Marcus, opens Nov. 23, it will officially become the world's largest by virtually any standard.
are more likely to die young in captivity.
And some Atlanta-area residents are
complaining about the ticket prices and
the aquarium's refusal, at least initially,

O CILLA - Police have called off
, their search for a popular high school
teacher who has been missing for more
than two weeks.
Tara Grinstead, 30, was last seen
Saturday, Oct. 22, at a cookout. She
was reported missing the following
Monday when she did not show up
for work.
"Essentially, we are through unless
we get any additional leads that would
* call us back," Ocilla Police Chief Billy
Hancock said.
Cadaver dogs, horses, helicopters,
- four-wheelers and people on foot
have searched every day since she was

reported missing, Hancocksaid. More
than 50 public safety agencies from
around the state-have assisted in the
search of Irwin County, which spans
358 square miles in south Georgia.
Hancock said little has changed in
the investigation and that there are no
suspects in the disappearance.
But Irwin County Sheriff Donnie
Youghn has said he is losing hope that
Grinstead is safe.
Grinstead's sister, Anita Gattis, said
civilian searchers will continue looking for her. Grinstead's stepmother,
Connie Grinstead, said her family
plans to meet with investigators to
talk about future searches.

4e.*tofl
489-1320
Mon -Fri • 9am - 6pm
Sat • 10am - 2pm

Deadline to Enter: Wednesday, Nov. 16 at Nccn

Winner Mill be announced in
the Hiatus en Thursday, Nov. 17
Sponsored by:
/^\

A

DAILY

THE GEORGE-ANNE_
Please enter me in the drawing for four tickets to the Ciara Concert on November 18,2005
from The George-Anne Daily. I can enter by using this form or by printing "Ciara Concert" on a
4x6 inch piece of paper (you must include your name, address, phone and email address) and
mailing it to G-A Daily, P.O. Box 8001, Statesboro, GA 30460 or by hand delivering it to the G-A
Daily, Room 2023 Williams Center.The drawing will be held and winners will be announced
Wednesday, November 16. Deadline for entries is noon on Wednesday, November 16.
Name

Address

Email

Phone

NEVER m FULL PRICE FOR PRINTER INK AGAIN
HP, Lexmark, Brother,

ft

Next to Big Lots in Statesboro Square
503 Northside Dr. E.
$M

Win i tickets to see...
(laia(nJ!t1(lav.S(v._1S

rri

total $137.50.
Planners say visitors will consider
the price a bargain when they see what's
in store for them.

Come to Statesboro's ONLY
discount Inkjet and toner supplier

Authorities call off search
for missing Georgia teacher
t Associated Press

to offer a family pass. For a family of
five, the cost ofindividual annual passes
adds up to nearly $250, while one-day
general admission for the family would

Epson, Canon, Xerox,
Dell & Sharp Cartridges
than anyone in town

Get your ink cartridges

And Save Up To 50%!

70% off
with a school i.d.
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Listen to tonight's men's
basketball game live on
Star 107.3 FM

SPORTS
Renaldo Stover

New Era
in Philly?

Eagles may
still need Owens

By now you may have heard that
Terrell Owens is currently out for the
season after his latest fallout with
the Philadelphia Eagles.
The NFLPA has
stepped in for TO.
and is asking the
team to release him
if they don't plan on
letting him return
after serving a fourgame suspension Rena'do
f,.
Stover
this season.
isasenior
After watching majoring in
the latest edition of journalism
r*
TT/-»> fromCamden,
Game Time, T.O.s SCHissports
new show on the WB column ap(checkout Eric Pow- Pears inThe
„,
,
George-Anne
r
ells column from onThuursdays.
Nov. 8 for description), I asked myself,
why did it have to come to this?
Owens is now out of football
pending a final decision from the
league and has since apologized
to the entire Eagles organization
including Donovan McNabb.
The apology from TO. is about
a week late, but the apology from
McNabb to fans hasn't come yet.
Instead of Owens saying that
the team might have a better record
with Brett Favre as quarterback, he
should have said that the Eagles
would have beaten the Patriots in
the Super Bowl last season if he had
been the quarterback.
Yes it is true.
McNabb did have a mental shutdown in the Super Bowl last year.
If the Eagles had found a way to
win the big game it would have been
Owens who would have received
Super Bowl MVP not McNabb.
What about the Eagles turning
right back around and giving Brian
Westbrook a long-term deal after
suspending Owens?
Okay, McNabb gives Owens a
low blow by saying that Westbrook
is the most important guy that the
Eagles should try to re-sign and they
actually fall for it.
Westbrook isn't even among the
top 30 rushers in the NFL. The guy
has only rushed for one touchdown
this season.
Vinny Testaverde has more
rushing touchdowns and he's a quarterback. Speaking of quarterbacks,
Michael Vick has rushed for more
yards than this guy.
This was more of a smoke screen
to give people the idea that the
Eagles actually do take care of their
players. I'm not impressed.
When it comes down to it, TO.
is the missing link that the Eagles,
need to get over the hump, not some
utility back who is the equivalent of
a background dancer at a Wu-Tang
concert.
Not needed.
Toss in the fact that Westbrook
had 44 yards rushing on 15 carries
of which 22 yards came on a single
run and this is not the answer.
The Eagles probably did the right
thing by suspending TO., although
four games was a bit overboard, but
to banish TO. for the rest of the
season is senseless.
Maybe the Eagles recognize that
they are now the Baby Bills of the
new millennium.
They reached the NFC championship three times and lost and
finally made it to the Super Bowl
and lost.
The Eagles will not be as lucky
this season without the services
of TO.
If they do find a way back to
the Super Bowl though, maybe
McNabb will have a strong finish
instead of throwing two interceptions with under seven minutes left
in the game.
■

Friday's game will be
televised live on ESPNU at
either 6:30 p.m. or 9 p.m.

Senior Day at Paulson

Lelan Washington
Staff writer

If you missed last week's game
against Furman, then you missed out
on a the most spirited and decisive
game of all season.
Last week, GSU Eagle fans cheered
their team on to a 27-24 upset win
against rival Furman, keeping our
playoff hopes alive.
Now GSU will have to face the
Morehead State Eagles (8-2) in a gutwrenching battle this Saturday, Nov.
12, at 1 p.m. in Paulson Stadium.
Although students and fans probably won't witness another game like
the one played last week, they should
expect this week's game against MSU,
a team that has yet to lose on the road,
to be another great game.
So far, MSU has been able to put
up 110 points against their road opponents and are coming off a 56-55
comeback win over Division II Missouri-Rolla on the road.
"We're going to have to pjay fast,
take over the game first and stop
their running game," said senior cornerback Terence McBride. McBride
picked off Furman quarterback Ingle
Martin's pass to seal GSU's historic
win last Saturday.
"They have a tricky offense like
ours, some good players too, and
some really good players have come

Victor Martinez/STAFF
Eagle QB Jayson Foster will look to
lead GSU to their fourth straight
win, and seventh win in their last
eight games.
from small schools, like TO. (Terrell
Owens) and Randy Moss. But most of
all, I plan to en) oy my last time playing
in Paulson," added McBride.
According to senior offensive lineman Charlie Hopkins, the team has
been "keeping everybody up tempo,
practicing fast and jogging to the
huddles" to prepare for MSU.
Head coach Mike Sewak said,
"Our running game is going to have
to do well. We need to control the
clock and dictate the pace of the game.
Last week we were three-for-nine on

third down conversions, which is our
best all season, so we'll need that or
better on third down; get ahead early
and put the game away. Stop their
running game."
Jayson Foster added that the
Eagles need to "put on a good show,
play off the emotion of last week and
not let down the fans," in order to
secure another win.
Foster made SoCon Co-Offensive
Player of the Week, and the NCAA
1-AA All-Star Team.
After seeing last week's fans rush
elatedly onto Glenn Bryant Field,
following the defeat of #1 Furman,
Foster said, "They provide us with
momentum and make the games
more special. We're only third or
fourth in the Conference for attendance, but last Saturday it felt like
we were first."
"They're always great for the big
games, but not every game's a big
game, so we at least fill up the student
section," said Hopkins.
Coach Sewak added, "[We have]
fantastic fan support, the rivets were
rattling in the stands as fans cheered
and the 12th man really played his
part."
"This game is going to need that
same electricity and should be the
place to be on Saturday."
Kickoffisat 1 p.m.

• 13 seniors (Brandon Andrews, Jermaine Austin,
Lewis Barr, Charlie Hopkins,
Larry Long, Terence McBride,
Chad Motte,Tariq Muhammad, T.J. Rutledge, Jack
Sherman, Steve Steele and
Shannon Williams) will be
honored Saturday at Paulson Stadium in what could
potentially be there last
home game.
•The Eagles can clinch a SoCon title if Western Carolina
knocks off #8 Appalachian
St. in Boone, N.C.That would
give GSU an automatic bid
into the playoffs which start
Nov. 26th.
• No matter what the
outcome of the WCU-ASU
game, the Eagles would
almost be assured of an atlarge bid into the playoffs
with a win over Morehead
St.There's still a possibility
GSU could receive a firstround home game.

Volleyball prepares for final weekend
GSU News Service
The Eagles will complete their
regular season schedule this weekend
in Charleston, traveling to the College of Charleston on Friday and The
Citadel on Saturday.
The Cougars hold the top spot in
the SoCon at 17-0, 26-1 overall. The
Citadel is just the opposite with a current record of 0-17 in the conference,
4-26 overall.
Upon completion, they will focus
on hosting the Southern Conference
Tournament Nov. 17-20 at Hanner
Fieldhouse.
The Georgia Southern volleyball
team rallied after losing game one to

win three straight in decisive fashion
over Georgia State Tuesday night.
The Eagles won by the scores of
27-30,30-22,30-25,30-19.
Senior Iulia Porumbescu had an
impressive 25 kills and 17 digs for
the visitors, as they improved to 20-9
on the season. State came out strong
in game one, hitting .298 en route to
the 30-27 win.
But the final three games would
be a different story. State hit -.022 in
game two, no match to GSU's .375.
The Eagles hit .300 for the match,
closing out game four with a .357
hitting percentage.
With a new offensive alignment
Southern had more digs than State

(77-65),morekills (71-56) andblocks
(14-8).
Sophomore Bailey Coleman, along
with Porumbescu and freshmen
Christy Dowd and Mae Chabra, all
recorded double-doubles. Coleman
had 18 kills and a team-high 18 digs
while Chabra posted a match-high
57 assists.
In the middle, junior Jennifer
Schenk had seven blocks, one ahead
of teammate junior Jennifer Charles,
who had six.
Five of GSU's seven players had 10
or more digs.
State junior Christen Garcia led all
players with 21 digs.

James Hall/STAFF
Georgia Southernfinishes its regular
season on the road this weekend at
Charleston on Friday andTheCitadel
at Saturday.

Mjcammm'a^m

Wofford

Furman

The Terriers of Wofford (5-4,3-3)
play their final conference game of the
2005 campaign, as they travel down
the road to Greenville, S.C, to face instate rival Furman (7-2,3-2). It'll be the
third straight road game for Wofford,
who is coming off a 24-0 defeat at the
hands of Western Carolina.
It was a rough week for the Paladins, who dropped to No. 6 in this
week's SportsNetworkpoll,andfourth
place in the Southern Conference
standings. Furman needstowinoutto
keep its hopes of a SoCon title alive.
The Paladins lead the all-time
series 47-24-7.
Linebacker Willie Freeman lead
the Paladins 9.7 tackles a game. Ingle
Martin will try to break2,000 yards on
the season, entering the game 1901.
Running back Michael Hobbs has
rushed for six TD's for the Terriers.
Defensive back Brian Ford has four
interceptions.
Kickoffisat 12:30 p.m.

at
Elon

Citadel

The battle for last place kicks off ''■
Saturday at 2 p.m. in Charleston. The
Phoenix of Elon (3-6, 0-5) have lost
five in a row dating back to Sept. 24. *
The Citadel (2-7, 1-5) hasn't fared
much better, losing five straight as
well. Something has to give.
k.
It's the final conference game
for The Citadel, who is led by Nuru
Goodlum. Goodlum has rushed for
528 yards and four TD's. Receiver
Ta'Mar Jernigan has caught four TD's
as well.
Quarterback Kye Hamilton has
thrown for six TD's and just under
1,200 yards. Running back Reggie Hall
has reached the end zone six times on %
the ground.

Basketball makes landing in Lubbock m
wcu
Coaches vs. Cancer Classic tips

#8

at

2005 Coaches vs. Cancer Classic

off 2005-06 season in Lubbock, Texas.
By Tyson Madden

Senior guard Elton Nesbitt will
Staff writer
start, and Price said to look out for
The men's basketball team arrives junior point guard Donte Gennie.
Gennie played in all 31 games last
today in Texas to play in the 2K Sports
year,
and he earned the starting role
Coaches vs. Cancer Classic.
in
the
final 18 games.
1 TheEagleswillplayBobbyKnight's
Sophomore
Dwayne Foreman
Texas Tech team on Friday. Tonight
will
compete
for
the
point guard job.
the team kicks off the tournament
Foreman
also
played
in all 31 games,
against Portland at 6 p.m.
and
he
had
a
great
game
with lOpoints
According to Coach Jeff Price, the
Pilots have all 5 returning starters, and and 10 assists against Chattanooga last
year off the bench.
their experience is dangerous.
The loss of sophomore Anthony
"We have to play awfully good
to win this tournament," said Price. Marshall due to injury leaves a need
Coach believes the Eagles need to take for more depth at the big guard/swingcare of the basketball and defend well man position. Senior Willie Dunn
and Senior Jimmy Tobias, a transfer
if they have a chance to win.
"This is the earliest we have from the University of Oklahoma, will
ever played," said Price. He believes fill the void.
Coach Price wants senior forward
early play this year will develop good
chemistry between young players and Sean Olivier to step up this year on
the inside and for him and Dunn to
experienced players
In preparation for this weekend, show senior leadership through their
the Eagles have focused on their experience.
Price believes sophomore forward
philosophy. Price believes the team
needs to execute on offense while Louis Graham and Nesbitt are guys
that will play well, and the fans need
playing aggressive defense.
"It's a learning process," Price to watch out for these two players.
Nesbitt and Graham need to have a
finished.
The Eagles face tough competition big tournament if the Eagles can win.
this weekend. Portland beat GSU last Nesbitt led the team in scoring last year
year at the BP Top of the World Classic with 20 points per game, and he was
in Alaska. Texas Tech earned 51 votes second in the Southern Conference as
bythe ESPN/USA Today Coaches Poll well. "Competition will do nothing but
for the top 25. The Rebels are 31st help our team," added Price.
This year s early play against tough
overall in the preseason rankings.
GSU has to establish a starting competition will help the young guys
point guard and a bigger wing player prepare for the start of the conference
season in January.
according to Coach Price.

2005 Georgia Southern Men's Basketball Schedule
Date

Opponent

11/10/2005
11/11/2005
11/11/2005
11/18/2005
11/22/2005
11/26/2005
11/28/2005
12/2/2005
12/3/2005
12/3/2005
12/10/2005
12/14/2005
12/17/2005
12/29/2005
1/3/2006
1/7/2006
1/9/2006
1/14/2006
1/17/2006
'1/21/2006
1/23/2006
1/28/2006
1/30/2006
2/4/2006
2/6/2006
2/11/2006
2/13/2006
2/18/2006
2/21/2006
2/25/2006
3/1/2006
3/2/2006
3/3/2006
3/4/2006

vs Portland
Lubbock, Texas
at Texas Tech
Lubbock, Texas
vs San Jose State
Lubbock, Texas
Manhattan, Kan.
at Kansas State .
MERCER
Statesboro, Ga.
AUGUSTA STATE
Statesboro, Ga.
ILLINOIS-CHICAGO
Statesboro, Ga.
at Missouri State
Springfield, Mo.
vs S. Florida
Springfield, Mo.
vsTexasA&MCC
Springfield, Moi
Normal, III.
at Illinois State
JACKSONVILLE
Statesboro, Ga.
at Arkansas State
Jonesboro, Ark.
at Jacksonville
Jacksonville, Fla.
WEBBER INT'L
Statesboro, Ga.
at The Citadel
Charleston, S.C.
CHARLESTON
Statesboro, Ga.
WOFFORD
Statesboro, Ga.
FURMAN
Statesboro, Ga.
at Davidson
Davidson, N.C.
at Appalachian State
Boone, N.C.
UNC GREENSBORO
Statesboro, Ga.
ELON
Statesboro, Ga.
at Chattanooga
Chattanooga, Tenn,
WESTERN CAROLINA Statesboro, Ga.
THE CITADEL
Statesboro, Ga.
at College of CharlestonCharleston, S.C.
Spartanburg, S.C.
atWofford
DAVIDSON
Statesboro, Ga.
at Furman
Greenville, S.C.
SoCon Tournament
Charleston, S.C.
SoCon Tournament
Charleston, S.C.
Charleston, S.C.
SoCon Tournament
SoCon Tournament
Charleston, S.C.

.

Location

Time
5:30 p.rn.
6:30 p.m.
9 p.m.
8 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
8:30 p.m.
5:30 p.m.
8:30 p.m.
■8 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
5 p.m.
7 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
1 p.m.
7 p.m.
2 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
2 p.m.
7 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
2 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7 p.m.
7 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
4 p.m.

TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA

App. St.

Western Carolina (5-3, 4-2) will
play its final game of the season
Saturday. The Catamounts have won
three straight games.
The Battle for the Old Mountain
Jug takes place for the 28th time, with
the Mountaineers leading 21-6 since
1978. App. St. controls its own destiny
in the SoCon, needing to win out to
capture its first title since 1999.
Quarterback Richie Williams
continues to make his case for the
Walter Payton Award, having thrown
for 1,845 yards and 10 TD's this season.
Receiver Daniel Bettis has caught five
ofthose TD's. Williams has also rushed
for 708 yards, and found the end zone
four times on the ground.
The Catamounts have done it with
defense, having intercepted opponents
13 times. Francis Brown lead the team
with three picks of his own.
Kickoffisat 3:30 p.m. televisedlive
on Comcast Sports Southeast.

2005 Southern Conference
Standings
Team

Conference Overall
W L
W L

Appalachian State
Georgia Southern
Western Carolina
Furman
Chattanooga
Wofford
The Citadel
Elon

4 1
5 2

,42
3
3
3
1
0

2
3
3
5
5

6
7
5
7
6
5
2
3

3
3
3
2
4
4
7
6

,

*

*

*

.,
'

*
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Cox wins Manager of the Year
Guillen played for Cox late in his
career and said he learned a lot during
those days in Atlanta.
Cox was delighted that he and
Guillen were honored together.
"He did a super, splendid job," the
Braves' manager said. "I thought he
was the right guy for that job."
Cox, whose Braves have won a
record 14 straight division titles,
took home his fourth Manager of
the Year award tying La Russa for the
most ever.
Riddled with injuries, Atlanta was
forced to use 18 rookies this year but
still won 90 games to extend its streak
of division titles.
"The fact is, they could play," Cox
said. "It didn't have anything to do
with anything I did, that's for sure. I
just wrote their names in the lineup

By Mike Fitzpatrick

Associated Press

Ozzie Guillen of the World Series
champion Chicago White Sox was
voted AL Manager of the Year, and
Atlanta's Bobby Cox became the first
back-to-back winner in either league,
taking NL honors Wednesday after
leading the rookie-laden Braves to
yet another division title.
Cox was listed first on 28 ballots
and second on the other four to win
by a whopping 100 points. He beat
out St. Louis' Tony La Russa, who also
finished second to Cox last year.
"It's an honor, again," Cox said. "It's
something we don't set out to win,
that's for sure."
In his second year as manager, the
outspoken, energetic, Guillen guided
the White Sox to the best record in

Ed Reinke/Associated Press
Atlanta Braves manager Bobby Cox
smiles while talking to reporters during team practice at Turner Field in
Atlanta Tuesday, Oct. 4.

the AL (99-63) and a World Series
Championship.

GSU NEWS AND NOTES

and tried to encourage them.
"The people that need the recognition are the nuts-and-bolts guys down
below that send us these players ready
to go," Cox said. "But I'll take this award
anytime. I hold it in high esteem."
The Braves were eliminated by
Houston for the second consecutive
season, againleaving Atlanta with only
one World Series title to show for all
that regular-season dominance.
"We're disappointed in that. We
thought we could go further this year,
that's for sure, even with the young
kids," Cox said. "That last day comes
too suddenly."
"It was a very special year," Cox
said. "I think last year was equally as
challenging, to be honest with you. The
two past years have probably been the
most challenging of the last 14."

SOFTBALL

Beth Mullins has been named
assistant Softball coach at Georgia
Southern, announced head coach
Natalie Poole.
Mullins will be responsible for
overseeing the infield and hitting
development, NCAA compliance,
academic affairs and evaluation of
athletes while assisting with recruiting
and camps.
Mullins comes to Statesboro after
serving as a student-assistant coach
at her alma mater, the University of
Alabama at Birmingham.

WOMEN'S B-BALL

The Georgia Southern women's
basketball team was finished to pick
second in the Southern Conference in
the coaches' and media preseason poll
for the 2005-06 campaign.

GOLF

Competing in their final tournament ofthe fall season, Georgia Southern will participate in the Hooters
Collegiate Match Play Championship,
held on the El Campeon Course at the
Mission Inn Golf and Tennis Resort in
Howey-in-the-Hills, Florida.
Opening round tee-time is scheduled for 7:30 a.m. on Friday morning
(Nov. 11). The Match Play Championship runs through Sunday.
If the Eagles win they will face
the winner of eighth-seed Tennessee/ninth-seed Georgia State, Friday
at 1 p.m. If Southern loses they take on
the loser of that match at 1 p.m.
The team is coming off a 13th
place finish at the Carpet Capital
Classic held at The Farm Golf Course.
Southern saved its best golffor the end,
carding a final round 290.

THEPiKE.PfmwGHSA PLAYOFFS
CLASS AAAAA
Union Grove at Lowndes
Walton at Central Gwinnett
East Coweta at Slephenson
Parkview at Roswel!
Kell at Dacula
Valdosta at Camden County
Marietta at Brookwood
Colquitt County at Starrs Mill
CLASS AAAA
Griffin at Lee County
North Forsyth at Dalton
Douglas County at Statesboro
Southwest DeKalb al Rockdale County
Chamblee at Rome
Thomas Co. Central at Northside-Warner Robins
Marist at Salem
Upson-Lee at Baldwin
CLASS AAA
Thomson at Dougherty
Central Carroll at Flowery Branch
Perry at Shaw
M.L. King at Hart County
Westlake at Gainesville
Mary Persons at LaGrange
Cartersville at Stephens County
Northside-Columbus at Peach Countv
CLASS AA
Macon County at Brooks County
Laney at Grady
Jackson at Fitzgerald
Morgan County at Calhoun
Darlington at Greene County
Cook at Dublin
L-vctt at Buford
Charlton County at Heard County
CLASS A
Savannah Country Day at Turner County
Temple at Washington-Wilkes
Hawkinsville at Randolph-Clay
Warren County at Bowdon
Gordon Lee al Lincoln County
Twiggs County at Clinch County
Bremen at Social Circle
Seminole County at Johnson County

NFL STANDINGS
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
New F.ngland
44
Buffalo
35
Miami
35
N.Y. Jets
26
South
Indianapolis
Jacksonville
Tennessee
Houston
North
Cincinnati
Pittsburgh
Cleveland
Baltimore
West
Denver
. Kansas City
San Diego
Oakland

WL
80
53
27
17

WL
72
62
35
26
WL
62
53
54
35

NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East
N.Y. Giants
Washington
Dallas
Philadelphia
South
Atlanta
Carolina
Tampa Bay
New Orleans
>Jorth
Chicago
Minnesota
Detroit
Green Bay
West
Seattle
St. Louis
Arizona
San Francisco

WL
62
53
53
44

WL
62
62
53
27
WL
53
35
35
17
WL
62
44
26
26

NCAA STANDINGS
Conf All
Atlantic Ten
Northern Division
New Hampshire (i)
6-1 8-1
Massachusetts (5)
6-1 7-2
3-3 5-4
Hofstra
2-4 4-5
Rhode Island
Maine
2-4 4-5
Northeastern
1-5 1-8
Southern Division
5-1 6-3
Richmond (18)
3-3 6-3
Towson
William & Mary (24) 3-3 5-4
James Madison
3-3 5-4
Villanova
2-4 4-5
Delaware
1-5 4-5
Atlantic Coast
Atlantic
Florida State (17)
Boston College
Clemson
Wake Forest
Maryland
North Carolina State
Coastal
Virginia Tech (8)
Miami (FL) (3)
Georgia Tech (24)
North Carolina
Virginia
Duke
Big East
West Virginia (16)
South Florida
Rutgers
Pittsburgh
Louisville (23)
Cincinnati
Connecticut
Syracuse

Conf
4-0
2-1
3-2
3-2
2-2
2-2
1-3
0-5

All
7-1
4-3
6-3
.4-5
6-2
4-4
4-4
1-7

Big Sky
Conf All
Montana (3)
4-1 7-2
Montana State (10)
4-1 6-3
Eastern Washington (22)4-2 5-4
Weber State
4-2 5-4
Idaho State
3-3 5-4

Portland State
Sacramento State
Northern Arizona

3-3 5-5
1-5 2-8
0-6 2-7

Big South
Conf
Coastal Carolina (9)
3-0
Charleston Southern 2-1
Gardner-Webb
2-2
Virginia Military
2-2
Liberty
0-3
Gateway
Conf
Southern Illinois (4)
5-1
Youngstown State (21) 4
Western Kentucky (14) 4
Northern Iowa (12)
4
Illinois State
3 3
Missouri State
2 4
Western Illinois
2 4

AH
8-1
5-4
4-5
3-7
1-8
All
7-2
7-3
6-3
6-3
6-4
4-5
4-6

Big Ten
Penn State (6)
Ohio State (10)
Wisconsin (19)
Northwestern (25)
Michigan (21) .
Minnesota
Iowa
Michigan State
Indiana
Purdue
Illinois

Conf
6-1
1
2

All
9-1
7-2
8-2

Big Twelve
North Division
Colorado (22)
Iowa State
Missouri
Nebraska
Kansas
Kansas State
South Division
Texas (2)
Texas Tech (13)
Oklahoma
Texas A&M
Baylor
Oklahoma Slate

Conf All

Conference USA
East

UCF
Southern Miss
Marshall
Memphis
UAB
East Carolina
West
UTEP
Tulsa
Houston
Southern Methodist
Tulane
Rice

-1
-1
-2
-3
-3
-3

6-3
5-3
4-5
4-4
4-4
3-5

5-1
4-2
2-3
2-4
1-4
0-5

7-1
5-4
4-4
3-6
2-6
0-8

Great West
Conf
CalPoly(15)
3-1
California-Davis
3-1
South Dakota State
2-1
North Dakota State (20)2-2
Southern Utah
1-3
Northern Colorado
0-3
Ivy League
Conf
Brown (19)
4-1
Princeton
4-1
Harvard
3-2
Pennsylvania
3-2
Yale
3-2
Cornell
2-3
1-4
Dartmouth
Columbia
0-5

All
6-3
5-4
5-4
6-3
1-7
3-5
All
7-1
6-2
5-3
5-3
3-5
4-4
2-6
2-6

Metro Atlantic AlhleticConf All
Duquesne
4-0 6-3
Marist
3-1 6-3
LaSalle
1-2 3-7
Iona
1-3 3-6
St. Peter's
0-4 1-8
Mid-Eastern Athletict lonf All
Hampton (2)
7-0 9-0
South Carolina State (17)5-17-2
Florida A&M
4-2 5-4
Delaware State
4-2 5-4
Bethune-Cookman
3-3 6-3
Norfolk Stale
3-5 3-6
North Carolina A&T 2-5 3-7
1-5 4-5
Howard
Morgan State
■ 1-6 2-8
Mid-American

Conf All

East
Miami (OH)
Bowling Green
Ohio
Akron
Kent State
Buffalo
West
Toledo
Western Michigan
Northern Illinois
Central Michigan
Ball Slate
Eastern Michigan
Mountain West
TCU (18)
Brigham Young
Colorado State
Utah
New Mexico
Wyoming
San Diego State
Air Force
UNLV

2 6-3
2
3
3
6
6
1
■2
4-2
4-2
3-3
2-4

6
5
5
3
3

Conf AH
7-0
4-2
4-2
3-3
3-3
2-4
2-4
2-5
.11-5

9-1
5-4
5-4
5-4
5-4
4-5
3-6
3-7
2-7

Northeast
Conf All
Central Connecticut Slatc6-17-3
2 5-4
Stony Brook
Albany
2 4-5
Monmouth
3 5-4
3 3-6
St. Francis (PA)
Wagner
4 5-5
Sacred Heart
4 3-6
Robert Morris
5 2-7
Conf
Ohio Valley
Eastern Illinois (23)
6-0
Eastern Kentucky
5-1
Jacksonville State
5-1
Samford
4-3
Tennessee-Martin
3-3
Tennessee Tech
2-4
Tennessee State
1-4
Southeast Missouri State 1-5
Murray State
0-6
Pacific-10
USC(l) '
UCLA (14)

All
7
5
5
5
5
3
21
I

Conf All
6-0 9-0
5-1 8-1

Oregon (11)
California
Arizona Stale
Oregon State
Stanford
Arizona
Washington State
Washington

5-1
3-3
3-3
3-3
3-3
2-4
0-6
0-6

8-1
6-3
5-4
5-4
4-4
3-6
3-6
1-8

Patriot League
Lehigh(13)
Colgate
Lafayette
Holy Cross
Georgetown
Fordham
Bucknell

Conf
3-1
3-1
3-1
2-2
2-3
2-3
0-4

Pioneer League
Northern Division
San Diego
Dayton
Drake

Conf All

Butler
Southern Division
Morehead State
Jacksonville
Davidson
Austin Peay

All
7-2
6-3
6-3
5-4
4-5
2-7
1-8

4-0 9-1
3-1 9-1
2-2 5-4
1-3 2-8
0-4 0-10
3-0
2-1
1-2
0-3

8-2
4.-3
3-6
2-8

Southeastern
East
Georgia (9)
Florida (12)
South Carolina
Vanderbilt
Tennessee
Kentucky
West
Alabama (4)
Auburn(15)
LSU (5)
Mississippi
Arkansas
Mississippi Slate

Conf All

Southland
Texas State (8)
Nicholls State (25)

Conf All
3-1 7-2
3-1 4-3

5-1
5-2
4-3
2-4
2-4
1-4

7-1
7-2
6-3
4-5
3-5
2-6

6-0
5-1
4-1
1-4
0-5
0-6

9-0
7-2
7-1
3-5
2-6
2-7

McNecse State
3'-2
Northwestern State
2--2
Sam Houston State
2 -3
Southeastern Louisiana2 -3
Stephen F. Austin
1 -3
Southwestern AthleticConf
East
Alabama State
6-2
Alabama A8rM
5-2
Alcorn State
4-2
MississippiValleyState4-4
Jackson State
2-5
West
Grambling State (16) 7-0
Southern University 3-4
Arkansas-Pine Bluff 2-5
Prairie View A&M
1-5
Texas Southern
1-7
Independents
Conf
Savannah State0-0

Western Athletic
Fresno State (20)
Boise State
Nevada
Louisiana Tech
Hawaii
Idaho
Utah State
New Mexico State
San Jose State
Independents
Notre Dame (7)
Navy
Army
Temple

Natural Light-$53.00
Pabst Blue Ribbon - $50.49
Killian's Red - $77.00

34 Statesboro Mall
NorthsideDr. East
Statesboro, GA

489-1465

All
6-3
7-2
5-3
5-4
2-7
7-1
3-4
2-7
3-5
1-7
All
0-9

Sun Belt
Conf AH
Louisiana-Monroe
1 3-5
Arkansas State
2 4-4
Louisiana-Lafayette
2 4-5
Troy
4-5
Middle Tennessee
3-4
2-6
North Texas
Florida International
2-5
Florida Atlantic
1-8

LO Now Sells KEGS!
Budweiser
Bud Light
Michelob Light

4-3
4-4
3-5
3-5
5-4

Plus Deposit!

Your EAGLEXPRESS Card
Accepted at

AH
7-1
7-2
5-3
5-3
3-6
2-6
2-6
0-5 0-9
0-6 1-8
Conf All
0-0 6-2
0-0 5-3
0-0 2-6
0-0 0-10
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Symphony readies for Sunday concert
Series culminates with
free outdoor concert on
Sweetheart Circle
By Morgan Marsh

Managing editor

The Statesboro-Georgia Southern Symphony presents its
third concert of the season,
"Harvest Festival," Sunday, Nov. 13.
Each year the Symphony puts on
• three "Master Works," a youth concert
(not open to the public) and a holiday
concert, all at the Performing Arts
Center, and a final outdoor concert
on Sweetheart Circle (no cost, open
to the public).
The Symphony consists of GSU
music majors, as well as non-music
majors, GSU faculty and professors,
Statesboro residents, and occasionally
"imports," professional musicians who
join when an instrumental position
needs to be filled.
This year the Symphony welcomes
the arrival of two new members: Allen Henderson, the new chair of the
department, and Cheung Chau, the
new conductor of the symphony.
"I look forward to... performing
for the audience and making music
with musicians," said Cheung. "These
are things we musicians value the
most, bringirtg music to our fellow
human beings."
The Harvest Festival will also
feature the Statesboro Youth Chorale,
which will sing with the orchestra,

Special photo
The Statesboro-GSU Symphony is readying for Sunday's "Harvest Festival" at the PAC. Cheung Chau, the symphony's coordinator, works with the members in this photo.
and the Youth Strings, which will play
during the intermission.
"This concert is different in the
sense that it promotes and helps the
education ofyoung musicians through
active performance," said Cheung.
The holiday concert each year is
usually held in December, but has been

moved to November this season. The
symphony will be performing a wide
variety of music from many different
cultures, including Johann Strauss Jr.'s
"Egyptian March," a Korean folk song
and a spiritual arranged by Dr. Michael
Braz, "For the Beauty of the Earth"
by John Rutter, Brahms' Hungarian

Take a 30-minute study break,
The powt'r to amazx* y**«rsei£*
Student Mcmfwnlti

(912) 681-8945

Per Throe Months

Over 9,000 facatiotis ttwrldwid*.

$99

#1 College Plaza
Statesboro, \2A 30458

curves,com
i3i' ..t ;>.iM«-ipjtin£ I.-.:

19 SOUTH MAIN
STATESBORO
912.489.7598

10-6 Mon-Fri
10-5 Sat
Closed Sun

The concert is this Sunday, Nov.
13, at 7 p.m. It will be held at the
Performing Arts Center. Tickets are
$15 for adults and $10 for children.
GSU students get in free with their
school IDs. Tickets may be purchased
by calling the PAC at 912-486-7999 or
1-866-722-2787.

Friday race across
campus to include
swim in Lake Wells

N>>! y..l>.i w.iti ««jfvtixetptatiwitiaaai offw,

Can YOU

By Casey Altman

Assistant news editor

An Impact?

SOAR 2006

Be d poptt o£ c* (i@ox»3iel 5otft»lt@pn TteadiUionz

Beeonie a SOAiS feectcfej?!

Atten4 the Information Session
November 14-th ® 7pm in the Union Theater

Learn More About:

Interviews!
The SOAR Leader salary!
Orientation Dates! Retreats and Competitions!
And Much, Much MORE...

Applications available Nov. 7th!
J\#AR

Dances and others, said Cheung.
"The musicians are very dedicated
and we look forward very much to the
concert on Sunday," said Cheung.
"Its going to be a lot of fun," said
Mark Edwards, president of the
symphony. "I encourage everyone to
come out."

O '\ JPLJEVJCV.

Questions? 871-1987 or orientation@georgiasouthern.edu

Watch out for the Iron Eagle
Competition coming your way Friday,
Nov. 11, at 3 p.m. Two-man teams
will tackle a course involving off-road
cycling, foottravel, canoeing and other
mystery challenges.
"I'm really excited," said Nathan
Kile, a graduate assistant at Campus
Recreation Intramurals (CRI) Southern Adventures, "I think it will go
really well."
The competition will begin with a
bike race at the RAC Pavilion. Then
competitors will leave their bikes
for the foot travel leg of the journey.
The course will make a loop around
campus with stops at several stations
along the way. It will end back at the
RAC Pavilion.
Kile said the obstacle course will
take the teams from the RAC to Lake
Wells where the teams will have to
canoe on the lake. Then it will go
to the Union and somewhere near
Sweetheart Circle. The course details
are being kept a mystery from the
contestants.
Various campus organizations will
operate stations at certain intervals
to give contestants unusual challenges they must complete before
' they continue. According to Forrest
Robinson, a graduate assistant for
the university's Wellness Council, the
challenges will not only test physical
stamina but also wits. Robison said

South

from page 1

periences of the expedition into their
classrooms."
Meteorites provide essential data
about the materials that make up asteroids, planets and other bodies in the
Earth's solar system, and their continued
retrieval is the cheapest and only guaranteed way to obtain new specimens from
worlds beyond this planet.
Formally known as the Antarctic
Search for Meteorites (ANSMET),
the expedition in which Kelley will be
taking part is an annual event funded
by the National Science Foundation's
Office of Polar Programs.
Often described as a desert of ice,

some of the challenges will be physical riddles and other obstacles will be
kept secret so contestants won't know
what to expect.
"It willbe something like whatyou
might see on Survivor, but there won't
be any eating roaches or anything like
that," Robinson said.
According to Kile, the campus
organizations involved had the option
to create their own challenges or adopt
one that CRI had pre-planned. Robinson said the Ultimate Frisbee Club will
have a Frisbee tossing obstacle.
Kile said there are only 30 teams
can compete and there are just a few
spaces left. He said CRI will accept
sign ups until Friday morning or
until the activity is filled to capacity.
The only things a person will need for
the race are a helmet and a bike. The
cost for students is $10 and $20 for
non-students.
Teams finishing in the top five will
receive medallions.
The race is part of Georgia
Southerns Wellness Week and is a
cooperative effort with the Wellness
Council and CRI. There are other
events on the agenda for Wellness
Week. Tonight the "Relax! Stretch
Clinic" will be held at the College Plaza
Studio behind Zaxby's at 7 p.m. People
interested should sign up at the RAC,
or call 912-681-5436.
There will also be flu shots available for students at the Russell Union
Ballroom from 8:30 a.m. to 3 p.m.
on Friday.

Antarctica covers about 5.4 million
square miles. The continent's bleak
landscape is the primary reason it is
considered to be the most reliable and
continuous source of non-microscopic
extraterrestrial material on Earth.
"If you're walking across the ice
and you find a rock in the middle of
nowhere and away from the mountains," Kelley said, "there's a real good
chance it fell out of the sky."
Temperatures in Antarctica often
reach 75 degrees below zero in July,
but the ANSMET expedition is usually
greeted by relatively mild weather. In
December and January, the average
temperature is just a few degrees below
zero, although there are continuous
winds that can gust from 15 to well
over 50 miles per hour.
Once arriving, the group will

Grokster
from page 1
from its corporate headquarters in
the West Indies. On its Web site,
Grokster said it "hopes to have
a safe and legal service available
soon."
Mashboxx, headed in part by
former Grokster President Wayne
Rosso, already has signed a licensing agreement with Sony BMG
Music Entertainment.
The terms of the settlement
ban Grokster from participating,
directly or indirectly, in the theft
of copyrighted files and requires
the company to stop giving away
its software.
Grokster lost an important
Supreme Court ruling in June
when justices ruled that the
entertainment industry can file
piracy lawsuits against technology
companies caught encouraging
customers to steal music and movies over the Internet.
The court decision, which
gave the green light for the federal
case to advance in Los Angeles,
significantly weakened lawsuit
protections for companies that
had blamed illegal behavior on
their customers rather than the
technology that made such behavior possible.
Grokster's settlement does not
affect other defendants in the case,
including StreamCast Networks
Inc., which distributes Morpheus,
and Sharman Networks Ltd.,
which distributes Kazaa.

Veterans
from page 1
Anne editor C. D. Sheley is a World
War II Veteran. He was in the 158
Regimental Combat Team for four
years. "I learned to depend on my
fellow soldiers," he said. He was on
Noemfoor Island in 1944 when his
regiment was attacked and 400
soldiers were killed.
Veterans Day is different from
Memorial Day. Memorial Day is a
day for remembering and honoring military personnel who died
in battle or as a result of wounds
sustained in battle. Veterans Day
is a day set aside to honor all
those who served in the military
in peacetime and in wartime. It is
intended to thank living veterans
for the in service and acknowledge
their contributions.
The program to honor veterans
will begin at the Averitt Center at
11 a.m. on Friday.

Arctic

from page 1

between the Senate and House
if the budget is approved by the
House.
Protection of the Alaska refuge from oil companies has been
championedbyenvironmentalists
foryears. The House repeatedly has
approved drilling in the refuge as
part of broad energy legislation,
only to see their effort blocked each
time by the threat of a filibuster in
the Senate.
Twenty-five Republicans, led
by Rep. Charles Bass of New
Hampshire, signed a letter asking
GOP leaders to strike the Alaskan
drilling provision from the broader
$54 billion budget cut bill.

undergo an intense 10-day survival
training course that will cover everything from crevasse rescue to
snowmobile repair.
On Dec. 1, a series of twin-engine
Otter airplanes equipped with skis
will transport the members of the
expedition and their equipment to
their ultimate destination, which is
located several hundred miles inland
from McMurdo Station.
The search for meteorites will
continue through Jan. 16.
Upon his return to GSU, he will
visit area schools to discuss his experiences in Antarctica.
"I'm a scientist, so I like to encourage kids to study science," Kelley said.
"This expedition is a way of showing
them how exciting and interesting
science can be."
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'Rejection Hotline' offers
chance for easy let-down

By Aline Mendelsohn

Local numbers are available for about
30 cities. Goldblatt, an MBA student at
Emory University, also runs rejectionIt's an age-old mating ritual, not hotline.com, a site that makes a profit
unlike a courtship ceremony you might through advertisements, sponsorships
see on the Discovery Channel.
and products for sale such as Rejection
The male species puffs out his chest, Hotline underwear.
struts over to the female, fumbles
Goldblatt estimates that 98 percent
through some conversation, perhaps of callers dial for fun. As for those who
buys her an Appletini and, if all goes take it seriously, Goldblatt says, "We like
well, scores her cell-phone number.
to think it's a public service." (By "we,"
After the respectable three days Goldblatt is referring to himself and
have passed (remember the movie his tribe of unpaid interns.)
Swingers?), the male calls the female.
He says it's a service to both sides,
But if she has given him the number particularly the reject, who saves face
(407) 970-8278/he is in for a rude instead of enduring a public rejecsurprise.
tion.
"You've reached the Rejection
Nice it is not.
Hotline!" a cheerful voice says. " ...
Receiving the number could be
Unfortunately, the person who gave crushing, says Elayne Savage, author
you this number did not want you of "Don't Take it Personally! The Art
to have their real number'' Then the of Dealing with Rejection."
voice rattles off a host of reasons for
"You don't know someone's history,
the rejection — arrogance, body odor, , andyoudon'tknowhowtheymayhave
a "psycho-stalker vibe."
been hurt in the past," Savage says.
The man behind the voice, Jeff "You don't know what kind of reaction
Goldblatt, originated the Rejection someone might have."
Hotline four years ago. He was at an
She adds that the hotline could
Atlanta bar and observed a man flirt- dredge up painful memories, perhaps
ing with an uninterested woman, who childhood traumas.
ultimately told the man to get away
"There are classier ways to do a
from her.
decline," Savage says.
Even the man's friends were laughJohn Fuhrman, author of "Reject
ing at him. There had to be a less Me — I Love It! 21 Secrets for Turning
humiliating way of rejecting someone, Rejectioninto Direction," recommends
Goldblatt figured. So he recorded a offeringareasonforrejeeting someone.
Rejection Hotline message, first as a Constructive criticism, if you will.
joke, but then word spread. Today,
You could tell a person, What I'm
about 1.6 million callers dial the really looking for is X, and you are not
number each month, Goldblatt says. that. There's always the cop-out, It's not
KRT Campus

Catch Cold at
Monkey Business
By Naomi Bryant
Staff writer

KRT Campus
Allison Cox, a bartender at a club in Orlando, Fla., will hand out the number
of the Rejection Hotline when customers persist in getting her number.

you, it's me.
But when faced with a particularly
obnoxious person, Fuhrman doesn't
rule out a direct, You know what, it
is you.
"There is definitely a need for it (the
hotline)," says Fuhrman, who is known
in some circles as "Mr. Rejection." "If
you've got someone you can't shake off,
absolutely, use the number."
Allison Cox has done so several
times. Cox, a bartender at Universal
Orlando's CityWalk, once was pursued

by a man wearing a shirt that read: Hi,
You'll Do.
Charming.
He wouldn't take the hint, so she
gave him the number.
"I thought I would never see him
again," Cox says.
She thought wrong. He came to the
bar again and told her that giving the
rejection number was really mean. It
hurt his feelings.
And then he asked for her number
again.

'Top Model'
down to four

Story of the Year shows a new side

By Alicia Howe

By Edgar Fernandez

Southern's Next Top Model is
now down to four after eliminating
Andreea Ivanus, the 19 year-old
theater major from Romania, last
Thursday, November 3,2005.
Judges KenrickBrewster, Catherine Hill, Joi Elyse, Steven Austin
and guest judge Marquis Love
eliminated Ivanus for not showing
enough confidence.
Last week the models were
taught how the weather affected
photography. They were put to the
test by having to pose as goddesses
of the elements.
"The weekly test was to read off
cue cards as weather girls for alocal
radio station," said Austin, creator
and judge of the competition.
The girls also had to tell the
future of their other competitors
by stating which contestant they
thought had the best chance of
winning and losing.
The majority of the girls said
Kim Parks had the least potential
out of the group. Apriel Powell
said that she should be Southern's
Next Top Model because she had
worked the hardest.
Kim defended herself saying
that she should win the competition basedonhergood attitude and
weekly progression. Danielle Crute
also stood up for Kim, saying that
she should win the competition.
Each girl's picture was critiqued
by her fellow competitors. Andreea was criticized for wearing a
swimsuit in her picture since the
directions were to wear lingerie.
Apriel also got poor reviews about
her photograph.
The girls were given their photographs as a pass to next week.
Despite the bad critiques of her
competitors, Kim was given her
picture first. Nneka and Danielle
were also given their pictures,
leaving Andreea and Apriel in the
bottom two.
The judges critiqued Andreea's
speaking in the weekly test saying
she did not put enough energy or
confidence into it.
Apriel was complemented on
her good job with the weekly test,
but the judges called her picture
the worst out of the group.
In the end, Andreea was voted
off, leaving only four models in the
competition.
Who will make it into the top
three? Find out next week in The
George-Anne.

When "Story of the Year" released
their first single "Until the Day I Die,"
it became one of everyone's favorites.
The song was good — for the first 50
times you hear it.
Then there was "Anthem of our
Dying Day" which I like better, and
yet was not too different from "Until
the Day I Die." In fact, their whole first
album, "Page Avenue" had nothing
spectacular to it.
The only two songs I enjoyed, which
were also the only "hard" ones, were
"AndtheHeroWillDrown"and"Inthe
Shadows." The rest of the songs were
slow and sappy, and only "Sidewalks"
was the best one of them.
Alas, with their latest release, "In
the Wake of Determination," SOTY
shows a new side of them — one that
is accompanied with louder guitars
and much more screaming.
In a way SOTY is finally doing
justice to their label of screamo,
although they still maintain lyrics
filled with death and depression just

Staff writer

u

Staff writer

like on their previous CD, much to an
emo chagrin.
The album starts with "We Don't
Care Anymore" a pumped up version
of "Until the Day I Die." Which is okay
since it helps the band by bringing the
similar sound that people liked them
for, while introducing their new ones
so fans can get used to it.
I enjoyed "Take Me Back," which is
not as heavy as other songs; it also has
a fun chorus to it which makes it enjoyable. Songs like"Stereo" and "Sue your
Friends, Pay your Enemy" are some of
the best of the "heavier" ones.
There are some slow songs too,
none of which were very interesting
though, especially the last song "'Is
This My Fate,' He Asked Them," which
was my least favorite.
Overall SOTY did well in altering
their style. Although it is a big difference, it is only one that major fans of
the band will notice easily, while casual
fans will not pay too much attention.
The band still has a lot of work to
do, especially in giving more variety
to its albums, since monotony is a
problem that seems to be present in

both of their CDs.
I might sound too judgmental towards this band, but it is only because
they have good songs that I enjoy. It
is just too sad that there are so few of
them, and so far in between.

'In the Wake of Determination'
Story of the Year

If you're dying for a change from
your typical Wednesday night of
watching re-runs, eating pizza and
studying, then start saving money for
the drive to Hilton Head now.
Next Wednesday, Nov. 16, the
band Cold is scheduled to play at
Monkey Business in Hilton Head,
S.C., to promote its new album, A
Different Kind of Pain.
"You come to a Cold concert
because you want to experience
something different," says Cold
vocalist Scooter Ward.
"At most shows people just drink
beer, party and make out, but we
have a vibe unlike any other band.
We bring emotion to the stage. Even
our peers are struck by our level of
emotion."
And for Cold, that level of emotion is what it's all about. From its
conception through rehearsal and
to the stage, Cold's music reflects a
struggle with the sadness, pain and
loss in life.
It's catharsis for its creators, and
many of Cold's fans find their own
feelings mirrored in Cold's songs.
"Our music helped us overcome
major situations," says Ward.
"We were in a very, very dark
time and wanted to get out. With
each song we wrote we felt a little
better. Our music brought us closer
to something else, something above
our pain."
Cold has been in virtually
constant upheaval for the past two
years.
Until 2004, the band basked in
the success of its two Gold albums,
"13 Ways to Bleed" and "Year of the
Spider," and two hit singles, "Stupid
Girl" and "Suffocate."
But trouble was brewing. Differences with executives at their
record label led to tensions within
the band, and soon Cold was without
a contract.
To make matters worse, vocalist
Scooter Ward was fighting a host of
personal troubles and demons that

threatened to destroy him.
The band was falling apart, his
sister was diagnosed with cancer,
his fiance left him for good and he
had devastating addictions to drugs
and alcohol.
He found himself contemplating
suicide, but his music saved him.
"When I started writing the
lyrics, everything started getting
better," says Ward. "[Music] gives
me hope."
When Ward and drummer Sam
McCandless began writing their new
album, "A Different Kind of Pain,"
they soon realized that it was different from their previous work
"It was a completely different style
for us, compared to all of our other
records," says McCandless.
"We came from the darkest
depth into the light and for us this
is the most powerful record we've
ever done."
In short, Cold isn't a bunch of
angsty musicians whining about
petty, everyday worries.
Their problems are real and
tangible, and their music reflects the
intensity of their pain.
Unlike their previous records,
Cold's new music has a refreshing
vein of hope and inspiration that
makes it much more enjoyable and
uplifting.
Cold is energetic and involved in
concert, and its music is captivating
not because it's catharsis for its listeners, but because it means so much to
its creators.
"For Cold, music is . . ." Ward
pauses. "It's real. It's medicine. It's
therapy. And I think anybody, no
matter what age you are, can be affected by it."
If you want to catch Cold this
fall, get sick, show up at Monkey
Business in Hilton Head, S.C, on
Wednesday, Nov. 16.
The doors open at 8 p.m. and the
show begins at 9 p.m.
Tickets cost $15, which is probably less than what you'll spend on
gas, and since the show is on Wednesday, make sure you're willing to sleep
through your Thursday classes.

Record Label: Maverick
Release Date: Oct. 11,2005

Prices:
amazon.com - $13.99
bamesandnoble.com - $11.68
samgbody.com - $15.18
Grade-3 of 5
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FASHION

Walking the fine line between sexy and skanky
By Ashley Ferguson

ing comfortable. I know I like to wear a
skirt that is not going to showthe room
Fashion correspondent
whatcolormyunderwearis (orforsome
Everyone has a different point of ladies, whether or not underwear is even
an option).
view on fashion. One of
Another good tip is to be
the major conflicts in
aware ofhow high those heels
fashion is thelinebetween
are. High heels allow for that
sexy and skanky.
hot hip swaying action when
That fine line has so
you walk; so the higher your
many gray areas that it
heel is, the longer your skirt
can give the most innocent
should be.
women in the world a lot
Five inch heels and a scarf
of trouble, all because
Ashley Ferguson
is a sophomore
aroundyour rear end willhave
they thought the dress
from Savannah.
people asking you offensive
was fabulous. I am going
She is the Fashion
questions about the type of
to give some tips to help
correspondent for
The Hiatus.
work you are in. This is also
you be a hot diva and not
a factor in that flashing-thea hoochie mama.
The cardinal rule when shopping for room-your-business scenario.
While a fewyears ago, "skin was in,"
a sexy outfit is to show off only one area
ofyourbody. Alotofwomenmayhave this year the trend is subde sexiness. If
more than one best asset, but revealing you have a hot date, look into a sweater
too much will get you some unfriendly dress with some knee high boots. The
less you show the more room your date
comments.
If you want to show some cleavage, has for imagination.
Good luck shopping, ladies!
then make sure the hem ofyour dress or
skirt hits the top of your knees, at least.
If you want to let your back hang out, Top right: www.victoriasecret.com,
$75
cover up your chest.
Showing too much skin leaves you Bottom right: www.fredericks.com,
very open and there is less room for be- $79.

opecializing in Women s Appapel, Accessories and C^itts

7-A Mulberry St. • Statesboro, GA
(behind French Quarter Cafe)

489-5184

We are currently seeking staff for Crabby Joe's,
a soon to open seafood restaurant, bar and grill.
We need waitresses, cooks, bus boys, bartenders,
hostesses and general kitchen help.
Applications can be picked up at
Contractor's Warehouse,
805 East Broad Street, Metter
or interested applicants can call
682-3250 or 314-9060.
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Now you can place your classifie
Ads, Visit...

rt THE GEORGE-ANNE

ne... For Commercial

http://www.gsuads.com

...and create, place, proof and pay for your ad online. Just $7 for
200 characters. In partnership with Universal Advertising.
Free ads for students, faculty & staff (non-commercial): Send an
email message to...

gaclass@georgiasouthern.edu

You must include your names, address and phone number
for freebies. No phone calls please, at this price we don't take
dictation.

Anne

Today's Birthday (11-10-05). You're lucky in love this year, but
could have difficulties with money. That part's unstable, so
don't depend on others _ do for yourself.

• Thursday
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11. It has a
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17. Procure
19. Step on
thisl
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SAVE OVER 70%! Enjoy 8 Penny Press crossword magazines for just
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33. Baseball stat.
34. Sets
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Psychic Geller
March critter
Songbird
Sparks on the
screen
Verbal
Dash of
panache
Indian lentil
dish
Sailing slip-up?
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related
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Mongrel
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numbers
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South for Christmas
From today until November 20th,
Charlotte, North Carolina, transforms
into Santa's Workshop South with the
annual Southern Christmas Show.
Holiday shoppers marvel at the
themed stores and displays of crafts
by nationally-known artisans while
children are wide-eyed with wonder
exploring Christmas Tree Lane.
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STATEMENT
OF OPERATIONS
The George-Anne is the
official student newspaper
of Georgia Southern University, owned and operated by
GSU students and utilizing
the facilities provided by
GSU. The newspaper is
the oldest continuously
published newspaper in
Bulloch County and Statesboro, Ga.The newspaper is
a designated public forum
for the Georgia Southern
University community. The
ideas expressed herein are
those of the editor or the
individual authors and do
not necessarily represent
the views of the Student ■
Media Advisory Board,
the administration, the
faculty and staff of Georgia
Southern University, or the
University System of Georgia. The George-Anne is
published four times weekly
(Monday-Tuesday-Wednesday-Thursday) during most
of the academic year and
six times during summers.
Any questions regarding
content should be directed
to the editor at by phone
at 912/681-5246 or fax at
912/486-7113.
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To get the advantage, check the day's rating: 10 is the easiest
day, 0 the most challenging.
Aries (March 21-April 19) -Today is a 5 - Finish up what you've
already started. Don't begin anything new. The road ahead is
blocked for a while. Wait before advancing.
Taurus (April 20-May 20) -Today is a 9 - Friends don't have to
know what you won and lost in the recent game. Dispense
information strictly on a "need to know" basis.

L

E H E

R A F T S

Readers may access the
newspaper and its archives
staff by visiting our web
site at hh*p:/Aviviv.sfp.
georgiasouthern.edu.
SUPPORT
The G-A is funded primarily
through revenue from
advertisements placed
in the paper and receives
additional support, in part,
from the Student Activities
Budget Committee.
STUDENTS BEWARE
The G-A screens all advertisements prior to publication.
The newspaper strives to
accept ads for legitimate
products and services only.
Students are urged to exercise caution when replying
to ads — particularly those
which require a credit card
number, other personal
information, or money in
advance of the delivery
of a product or service.
Students are also urged to
report to the newspaper
any suspicious offers which
they might see in an ad.
Remember, if an offer seems
too good to be true, it probably is.
FREEBIEINFO
ALL FREE student and facul-
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Buy or Sell
AutosforSale
Auto Parts for Sale
Bicycles for Sale
Books for Sale
Computers & Software
Miscellanneous for Sale
Motorcycles for Sale
Trade & Barter
Wanted

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) - Today is a 9 - There's controversy in
the air _ it's an argument waiting to happen. Hold your temper,
especially when others are losing theirs.

900 Miscellaneous
910 Pets & Pet Supplies

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) - Today is a 5 - If
you solicit more money now, don't do it for a team project. They
won't appreciate your efforts. Take care of your own needs first.

Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) - Today is a 5 - You have what you need,
or you can get it. Gather the following: imagination, determination, faith. Leave previous conceptions behind.

you

Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20) -Today is a 10 -You have some good
ideas, and some that still need work. Speak up, 'cause even your
rough suggestions will spark imaginations.
(c) 2005,TRIBUNE MEDIA SERVICES INC
Distributed by Knight Ridder-Tribune Information Services.

BY BILLY O'KEEFE

^

Services
Educations Tutoring
Financial Aid/Loans
Legal Services
Resumes/Typing/DTP
Services/Miscellaneous

800 Transportation/Rides
800 Transportation/Rides

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) -Today is an 8
- Investigate a new idea, even if it seems
to disagree with what you knew. This does
happen, sometimes.

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) - Today is a 5 - Not a good time
to stir up trouble. Clean up messes, instead. Finish what you

WD

700 Travel
710 Spring Break Travel

Housing & Real Estate
Apartments
Lofts & Rooms
Mobile Homes
Real Esate for Sale
Roommates Wanted
Storage& Moving
Services
470 Student Housing

600
610
620
630
640
650

Leo (July 23-Aug. 22) - Today is a 5 - If you get a funny feeling,
listen to it carefully. And don't try to solve a problem by throwing money at it.

Cancer (June 22-July 22) - Today is a 10 - You're very lucky in
love now, but also very busy. The challenge is in finding time for

TWS IS THE ALIEN
WHO ABDUCTED ME..
M¥ 6AMB tOV.f

400
410
420
430
440
450
460

500 Personals
500 Personals

promised you'd have done by now.

Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) -Today is a 10 - Conditions for
romance and games are good. Conditions for gambling and
shopping are not. So, only play for match sticks, in the privacy
of your own home.

PAUL

480 Sub Leases
490 Vacation Rentals

fun, without losing your job.

Gemini (May 21-June 21) - Today is a 4 - Important people are
watching. You may be considered to take on more responsibility.
Don't goof off now.

WWW.MRBILLY.COM

LET'S SEE... VEP, VEP. IT'S CHOCOLATE.
NO WAIT, DEFINITELY NOT. DEFINITELY
NOT CHOCOLATE.

CHARGE IT? M,
VOU DIDN'T
CHARGE IT?.'f

Announcements
100-199

$40, or OBO. Accessories included.
Free delivery in Statesboro! Call
912-541-6174.

130 Lost & Found

Dryer - Kenmore, works great,
$65.00, 229-558-0153.

LOST - DIAMOND ENGAGEMENT RING in vicinity of Deal Hall
on Sweetheart Circle. Please-Please
return to Box 8128, Statesboro Ga.
30460, or call 842-5064 or 681 -5172.
NO QUESTIONS ASKED!

140 Other
Announcements
Do you want to bring students to your
student group's worship activities?
Place an ad in the G-A!
Gamma Sigma Sigma 3rd annual
Masquerade Ball, Sat. Nov. 12,2005
at 7:52 in Russell Union Ballroom,
formal/semiformal dress; admission
is free with canned food item, to be
donated to Ronald McDonald House.
For more info, go to mluke@georgiasouthern.edu

Buy or Sell
200-299

SAVE OVER 70%! Enjoy 8 Penny Press Word Seek magazines for
the price of 2 - only $5.95 plus s&h! To order, call 1-800-261-6274;
use discount code JPWPN5.

Announcements
Auditions
Freebies
Lost & Found
Other Announcements

300 Employment & Job
Services
310 Career & Job Services
320 Child Care Needed
330 Child Care Provider
340 Internships/Volunteer
350 Jobs/Full Time
360 Jobs/PartTime
370 Opportunities/Business
380 University Work
390 Wanted Jobs

29. Frizzy
hairstyle
30. Juan's
leader?
35. Grasped
37. "Harper
Valley

39. Start for
view
40. Goddess
of peace
41. Pierre's
friends
42. Waist
product
43. Ceiling
block
44. Russian
ruler
45. Toddler
46. Bear
young
48. Grad.
degree
49. Bend

37

100
110
120
130
140

Mystic Arts Horoscope

yeriaftbe eampuslikea SvpnwrfGauls

That Sounds Funny

CLASSIFIED
CATEGORIES

TENTS
TICKETS
TREASURES
WREATHS

ty ads to be run in the G-A
must have a NAME, P.O. BOX
and PHONE NUMBER. Ads
will be rejected if they do
not have this information.
NO EXCEPTIONS.
OFFICES, MAIL, PHONES
Room 2023, F. I.Williams Center. The George-Anne, P.O.
Box 8001, Georgia Southern
University, Statesboro, Ga.
30460. 912/681-5246 (News)
or 912/618-5418 (Advertising) or 912/486-7113 (Fax);
912/681-0069 (adviser).
EMAIL DIRECTORY
Editor in Chief
gaeditor@georgiosouthern.edu
Managing Editor
gamed@georgiasouthem.edu
News Editor
ganewsed@georgiasouthern.edu
Advertising
ads@georgiasouthern.edu

ADVERTISING
The George-Anne reserves
the right to refuse any advertisement.
DISPLAY AD DEADLINE: I he
deadline for reserving space
and submitting advertising
copy is Noon, one week
prior to the intended publication date.
FOR MORE INFO, rate
cards, sample publications,

Memphis audio 150 x 2, 300 watt
max power amp. Like new only used
six months. $ 175 obo. 740-819-9982,
or j_hearingl O@hotmail.com.
For sale: BROKEN Sony PlayStation 2. When powered up gets a disc
read error, actual controller works,
but not when plugged into system.
Will include controller, AV cords and
power cord. $50. Contact Lauren @
(770)361-5813.
Size 10 White Wedding gown worn
once. Great condition, cathedral
train, open back. Call Ashley 207522-8052.

270 Motorcycles for Sale
Honda VFR 800 motorcycle for sale.
Very clean, chrome wheels and exhaust, has spinners on wheels. Must
see! $6,200 OBO 912-541-6111.

210 Autos for Sale

2005 Honda Rancher 2X4, yellow/
black, aluminum skid plate, mud
lights on rear, other accessories,
$3400, call Marc at 912-682-5957.

2002 Ford Mustang, V6, Auto, Mineral Gray, PW, PDL, MP3 CD, 16"
alloys, rear spoiler, tint, Immaculate
Condition, 65k miles, $ 10,900 OBO.
Call 912-230-3949.

1998 Susuki Katana 600.
Runs Great. $2500 OBO.
Contact 912-290-3331 or912-6S62490.

If you are in the market for a new car
or perhaps a car that's "new" to you
— place an ad in the G-A to sell your
old car fast.
1989 JEEP Cherokee 4X4. Good
condition, AC, high miles. Runs
lyka champ! $1200 obo! Call Bob at
912-663-1617.
Nissan Sentra 94. AC, Cruise Control. $1500. Automatic with 120000
miles. Good condition. Call 912871-7684.
1991 Mazda seven passenger van.
AT, PWR, ABS, AM/FM Cassette.
New Transmission. New front tires.
141,300 miles. $ 1100. 912-6874883.

250 Computers &
Software
Canon Printer and Sony Stereo for
sale. $50 each! Price negotiable. Call
678-988-6824.

MOTORCYCLE! 2003 HONDA
CBR600RR. Red and black. Excellent condition. 9100 miles, lots of
aftermarket parts and accessories.
http://loligagger.dotphoto.com $7000
obo 912-678-9729

Employment & Job
Services
300-399
350 Jobs/Full Time
! BARTENDERS WANTED! $250 a
Day Potential. No Experience Necessary. Training Provided. Age 18+ OK
Call 1-800-965-6520 ext 296

Housing & Real Estate
400 - 499
410 Apartments

260 Miscellaneous for
Sale

Tired of roommates? Want your own
space? Quiet environment, close to
campus, flexible leases. $2754400 (1
& 2BR). Parker Realty (764-5623)

Used GE 4-cycle dryer for sale.
Washer available as well. Call Stephanie® 678-687-3705.

Available Spring Semester: 2 BR/2
BA and 2 BR/1 BA. Call owner at
912-764-3697.

AIR HOCKEY TABLE for sale.

420 Lofts & Rooms

contact: LindseyTreadwell,
Marketing Director, ADS,
(912) 681-5418,ads@georgiasouthern.edu; or Bill Neville,
Student Media Coordinator,
(912) 681-0069, bneviiie®
georgiasouthern.edu
PROOFING/ERRORS/OMISSIONS: The newspaper
makes every reasonable
effort to present correct and
complete information in
advertisements. However,
the advertiser is responsible
for proofing the ad upon
publication and should
notify the newspaper immediately in the event of an
error. The newspaper is not
responsible for any errors in
advertisements and its liability for adjustments is limited
to the amount of space the
error occupied in the ad.
Further, the newspaper is
not responsible tor any damages caused due to an ad's
omission from a particular
edition and its responsibility solely is to reschedule
the ad in the next regular
edition at the regular advertising rates.
CLASSIFIED ADS: Free
classified ads from students,
faculty and staff must be
non-commercial in nature

and submitted in writing,
with the name of the
sender, local address, and
phone number. No free
ads taken via telephone
- at this price we don't take
dictation. One free ad per
person per week. Commercial classified are available
only from our online site
at www.gsuads.com. The
price of commercial ads
is $7 for 200 characters
for line ads. Ads must be
paid for using a major
credit card. For classified
display ads, contact ads@
georgiasouthern.edu
CIRCULATION INFORMATION: Mail subscriptions are
not available at this time.
However, readers may visit
our web site for free access
to current and past issues.
Visit www.stp.georgiasouthern.edu. It is the goal
of the newspaper to have .
its edition placed on-line
within 24 hours of publication. Breaking news will be
placed on-line as warranted.
The G-A is distributed free
of charge on the Georgia
Southern University campus
through delivery sites located in campus buildings,
at off-campus sites, and in
residence halls.

Forget the roommate hassles. Great 1
bedroom, off campus good for grad
students or faculty includes utilities
$450 per month. 912 681 0591 or
912 852 5299.

430 Mobile Homes
14x76, 3 BR/2BA mobile home
for sale in nice park near GSU.
Included: couches, washer & dryer,
entertainment system. $12,500. Call
912-844-0188.

450 Roommates
Roommate needed 4 bed house, 3
Bath, 2 car garage, fenced in back
yard. $300/mo. Contact MicMel
at 912-541-0647! Female or Male
welcome.
Spring Sublease! The Woodlands.
Private bedroom and bath in a 2b/2ba
apartment. All inclusive. Female
roommate. Negotiable rent. $$$ave
Big!!!!! 706-255-6917.
Roommate needed: 4 br very close
to campus. Male or female, presently 2 females, lmale. Call Lauren
912-541-3811.
Roommate needed for 3 BR house on
Herty Dr. Fenced in backyard. $250/
mo + utilities. Save big $$$ Walk to
class.912-222-6143or912-871-4933
and ask for Matt.
Spring 2006: Female needed to rent
1/2 of 4 bd/2 bath Stadium View apt.
$237.50/mo. Call 912-681-4820.
FEMALE ROOMATE NEEDED...
as early as December to sublet apt.
in University Pines! 1 Bebroom
w/ Private Bath in a 4 Bed/ 4 Bath
Furnished apt. $390 a month UTILITIES INCLUDED! Call Elise at
(706)254-2473.

Washer, Dryer. Call Mark: 912481-0815.
1

Quiet, Spacious, one bedroom apt.
Cable and water included. Also
furnished with living room set.
Subleasing from January 06 to June
06, $350/mo but negotiable. Call
912-681-8115 for info.
Available December or January.
One month free. Hawthorne Court
1 bedroom w/ private bath in a 2
bedroom 2 bathroom apartment. Call
770-712-6617.
Tired of roommates? 1 bedroom
apartment available Spring Semester.
Only $300/mo! For sublease through
summer. Call 912-541-0201.
Two bedroom two bath apartment
located at the Woodlands needs a female sublease for the spring semester.
All inclusive. Will neg. rent. Contact
Sunny at 912-5^6-5748
Apartment at tlie'woodland for subleaseAvailableSoW! FIRST month
FREE, private bath. Call Hollie
912-536-2436
I'm looking for someone to take over
my lease at Players Club Apartments.
It is a 4 bedroom 2 bath flat. Rent
is $270 plus utilities. Available for
spring semester, can move in midDecember, lease ends in August.
Contact Sarah - 478.960.8363 - for
more information.
Roommate wanted starting December
OR Spring Semester. Rent $300,
brick duplex, large rooms, clean w/
garden/grill area. Call (912)6876156.

480 Sub Leases

2 Bedroom, 2 Bath Apartment for
Sublease from January I until July
25, 2006, at The Woodlands of
Statesboro. For information call
(229)630-7647.

Fall Sublease needed ASAP! Park
Place 2 bed/2 BA, unfurnished.
Available December 1st! Call 912678-1570 for more info.

Looking to sublease an apartment in
the Woodlands if Statesboro? $450/
mo includes all utilities. Begins in
January. Call 706-247-9463.

Needed: 1 non-smoking female
roommate to sublease 1 BR/1BA in
a 2 BR/2 BA apartment in the Woodlands. All inclusive! Call Ashley at
478-278-1121/

Want your own place? Apt. to Sublease in January, 2 bed/2 BA. $425
+utilities. Pets OK. Park Place Apts.
Call Kait at 912-531-1510.

Need someone to sublease apartment. College Walk Apartments
Male/Female. You get two bedrooms.
All inclusive! Call 404-792-8939 for
details and ask for Caitlin.

Services
600 - 699

Female needed for sublease Spring/Summer 2006.
Camplus Club-All inclusive 4 BD/
4 BA. $409/month. Get cash$$$ for
sublease.Call 678-778-3796.
Vacant Townhouse: Need Two Subleasers. Two Bed/2 1/2 Bath. All
Inclusive: Utilities, Internet, Cable,

NOTICE
Readers may pick up one
free copy, and a second for a
roommate or acquaintance,
at distribution sites. Additional copies are 50 cents
each and are available at the
Williams Center. However,
unauthorized removal of
additional copies from a
distribution site constitutes
theft under Georgia law,
a misdemeanor offense
punishable by a fine and/or
jail time. Editors will seek
to have any person(s) who
removes more than the
authorized number of copies from distribution sites
prosecuted to the full extent
of the law.

610 Education & Tutoring
FUN & STUFF Visit our Web site for
list of things to do that are educational
and fun. http://www.stp.georgiasouthern. eda/funstuff/

650 Services/
Miscellaneous

tact Brian at 912-681-7376. $15 per
racket. Years of experience.
Affordable creative business cards:
Group rates available. Call 678988-6824.
Braids on Wheels Special: Micros
only $75 and I come to you!!!! Call
Ebony to schedule your appointment
at (912) 386-2656. Ask about other
services offered.
Need Pies And Cakes for the Holiday? Red Velvet $25, Sweet Potato
$20, Carrot Cake $25. Call Ayana
678-468-2587 and leave a message.
Offering Private Piano Lessons. 13
yrs experience. For beginning or
intermediate pianists. http://margaretpianostudio.bravehost.com.

Travel
700-799
710 Spring Break Travel
BAHAMAS SPRING BREAK CELEBRITY CRUISE! 5 Days From
$299! Includes Meals, Taxes, Entry
To Exclusive MTVu Events, Beach
Parties With Celebrities! CANCUN,
ACAPULCO, JAMAICA From
$499! On-Campus Marketing Reps
Needed! Promo Code: 31'www.
SpringBreakTravel.com 1-800-6786386
Spring Break Bahamas From $199
per person 5 day/4 night package
includes Round Trip Cruise, food
aboard ship, and resort accomodations on Grand Bahama Island
CANCUN Packages from $499 Call
Toll Free: l-888-85-BEACH(!-888865-3224) www.GoBahama.com

Miscellaneous
900-999
910 Pets & Pet Supplies
Male, White Shih-tzu, AKC registered ready to stud. No set fee
please call Erin if interested at 404226-3007.
15 week old Miniature Pinscher up
for adoption. Beautiful, female, with
a black and brown coat. For details,
or to set up a visit please call 404704-4920.
Dogs Missing! @ female dogs missing; one, small shepherd mix-Ian and
black, answers to Dori; the other is
white with light tan spots, skinny
pointer, named Annie. PLEASE
HELP! REWARD OFFERED!!!!!
call 843-870-1720 or 843-2707970.

Need a tennis racket restrung? Con-

Rip us off
That's right, classified ads are free for students, faculty and staff. Want to find a home
for your pet iguana? Rip us off! Need a roommate? Rip us off. Want to trade your pet
iguana for a new roommate? Rip us off! Here's the deal: 20 words or less, submitted
with this handy form or via email to gaclass@georgiasouthern.edu. You can also place
ads in person at the G-A office, Room 2022, Williams Center. One ad per person per
issue. Non-commercial use only. The GAD reserves the right to refuse any ad.

NOTE
We gratefully acknowledge
the theft of one of our
slogans -"Liked by Many,
Cussed by Some, Read by
them All"-from Robert
Williams of the Blackshear
Times. Call Bob and he
can tell you who he stole
it from originally. Credit
for the other - "Covering
Campus like A Swarm of
Gnats - goes to G-A alum
Mike Mills.

Name:
Telephone:
Address: .
Name, address and telephone number is required for ALL free ads.
Send your classified ad to:

The George-Anne Daily
P.O. Box 8001
Statesboro, GA 30460

Sorry, no free ads accepted by telephone. At these prices we don't take dictation... but you can use
email: gaclass@georgiasouthern.edu {but include all required information - name, address, phone
number - or you just might And an iguana in your mailbox). Free ads are for noncommercial use only.

f

Our pick of the week: Ciara
Turn to page 5 and fill out the quick form to
win four tickets. Deadline to enter is
Wednesday, Nov. 16. Also, win two
backstage passes by simply purchasing a ticket-first 2,000 are eligible
to win. A drawing will be held
Thursday, Nov. 17 and winners
will be announced on eagleentertainmentonline.com

ALL AROUND

TOPTEN

Songs, Movies, TV, DVDs

I I III ■•••

Songs
1. Gold Digger - Kanye West feat.
Jamie Foxx
2. Run It! - Chris Brown
3. My Humps - The Black Eyed
Peas
4. Soul Survivor - Young Jeezy
Feat. Akon
5. Photograph - Nickelback
6. We Be Burnin'- Sean Paul
7. Like You - Bow Wow Feat. Ciara
8. Because of You - Kelly Clarkson
9. Shake it off - Marian Carey
10. Sugar, We're Goin' Down - Fall
Out Boy

Winter chill on the way

Ways to have fun while staying warm
By Katie McCabe

Staff writer

Tragedy though it may be,
fall is here but the temperature
is still showing signs of summer; the leaves are falling,
animals are stocking up for
the winter and its slowly cooling down.
You may welcome the
change. It's too freakin' hot in
the summer anyway. But with
the warm weather goes all the
fun outdoor activities we love.
The activities we as inhabitants
of South Georgia are so accustomed to enjoying will soon
be left out in the cold. (And
for what? There's not even any
snow to show for it.)
Without picnics or playing
catch, what is there to do for
fun in Statesboro when the cold
sets in? Don't panic; ifyou're not
feeling resourceful, here are few
suggestions that are sure to be
a hit with your friends.
Have a poker night. This is
a popular hobby, no matter the

Movies
1. Chicken Little
2. Jarhead
3. Saw II
4. The Legend of Zorro
5. Prime
6. Dreamer: Inspired by a True
Story
7. Good Night, and Good Luck
8.The Weather Man
9. Shopgirl
10. Flightplan
TV
1.CSKCBS)
2. Desperate Housewives (ABC)
3. Without a Trace (CBS)
4. Survivor: Guatemala (CBS)
5. NCIS (CBS)
6. Grey's Anatomy (ABC)
7. Extreme Makeover: Home Edition (ABC)
8. Cold Case (CBS)
9. Football: Ravens vs Steelers
(ABC)
10. Criminal Minds (CBS)
DVDs
1. Batman Begins (Widescreen)
2. Batman Begins (Full screen)
3. Batman Begins (Deluxe edition)
4. Cinderella: Special Edition
5. Land of the Dead (Director's
Cut)
6. Kingdom of Heaven (Widescreen)
7.Tarzan (Special Edition)
8. Family Guy: Stewie Griffin's
Untold Story
9. Unleashed
10. Robots (Full screen)

season. However, ifyou're looking for a fun and social getaway
from the outdoors, poker is
a hassle free option. Why it's
great: it's easy to set up and you
canplaywithtwoor lOplayers.
You may also substitute other
games like rummy or UNO if
the betting side of poker gets
"too rich for your blood."
Watch old movies. You
know those movies you always
say you'll rent one day, but you
just never get around to it? Well
instead of clicking on the tube
when you get bored and it's cold
out, take the extra 10 minutes
and go to the movie place. Old
movies have a nostalgia about
them that makes them timeless.
Ifyou're not a sap for the old
stuff or your boyfriend puts his
foot down, some modern day
classics will do just fine. Why
watching old movies is great:
It gives you an opportunity
to get the gang together, but
also serves as a cheap but sincere date idea. Some popular
choices are: "Casablanca,"

Special Photo
Progressive dinners are a fun way for couples and
a group of friends to mingle.

-Billboard

WHAT'S
PLAYING
Carmike Cinema 9
(behind the Statesboro mall)
(912)489-4492
Derailed
Rated R, 1 hr40min
(1:45), (4:15), 7:00,9:40
Jarhead
Rated R, 2 hr 3 min
(1:15), (4:10), 7:10,9:55
Chicken Little
Rated G, 1 hr 21 min
(1:00), (3:00), (5:00), 7:00,9:00
Prime
RatedPG-13,1hr46min
(1:50), (4:45), 7:15,9:45
Saw 2
Rated R, 1 hr 31 min
(1:10), (3:20), (5:30), 7:40,9:55
The Legend of Zorro
Rated PG, 2 hr 10 min
(1:00), (4:00), 7:00,9:50
Get Rich or DieTryin'
Rated R, 1 hr57min
(1:00), (4:00), 7:00,9:50
Dreamer: Inspired by a True Story
Rated PG, 1 hr 59 min
(1:15), (4:20), 7:10,9:35
Zathura
Rated PG, 1 hr 35 min
(1:00), (3:15), (5:30), 7:45,10:00

Special Photo
A play, a concert, the ballet, these are all perfect live
entertainment getaways.

THIS
WEEK
DVD/Video Releases

Grayson Hoffman/STAFF
Above, GSU
students
play poker
instead of
being outside.
At right, a
poster of
the classic
"Miracle on
34th Street."
Seeing a
movie is
another way
to pass time
and stay
inside.

MAM
0'HARA
JOHN
PAYNE

Miracle on
34* Street
tearless

Special Photo

"The Godfather," "Tommy
Boy," "The Blues Brothers"
and "Boondock Saints." Don't
forget the hot chocolate!
Go see some live entertainment. Look up a favorite artist
of yours and go see him or her
live. Nobody playing nearby?
Try going to a real theater, like
the Lucas Theater in Savannah,
or a dinner theater like the
Tybee Theater Cafe on Tybee
Island. The only downside to
a dinner theater is that the going rate for dinner and a play
is about $40, but it is a great
experience.
Plan a progressive dinner.
OK, progressive dinner as in
I'm progressively eating my
food? No, silly. A progressive
dinner is when you get a few
couples or groups that live in
different places each to prepare
a different course of a meal. For
example, one couple goes to
another couples house and they
have, say, a cocktail. Those two
couples together go to the next
house and maybe have an ap-

petizer. All three couples then
go to the next house, where
they eat the main course and
so on. It works best when the
group consists of residents in
the same apartment complex
because all of the locations
are within walking distance of
each other. However, it can also
work with neighboring dorm
rooms or houses. Why it's great:
The options of a progressive
dinner are endless. It can be a
couples' thing, or you can just
get the roommates ofeach place
together. Also, you can get as
creative or as sloppy with the
food choices and attire as you
want. (It'd be a great excuse to
dress up or as a dinner plan
before a night at the bars.) It's
an incredibly cosmopolitan
activity that involves food and
people: the two main components to a great night out.
With these fun ideas, there's
no way you'll be bored when
the cold keeps you in. In no
time you'll be the party liaison
of your group!

Savannah Film Festival draws large audience
Staff writer

The alluring eight-day
film festival ended, the tarps
came down and the A-listers
returned home. The flickering Savannah College of Art
and Design theater lights
remain, but posters will
soon be replaced by other
events — the Savannah Film
Festival is over.
Drawing thousands to
the Savannah area, the eighth
annual Film Festival was a
success — the lengthy waiting lines were proof; sidewalk crowds bulged out onto

-Carmike.com

ON THE SHELVES

DOWN SOUTH

1
j
f

I Mamie is beinga
I blackmailed.
This filmmaker
named Nick
claims to know
Mamie's son-the
one she gave
up for adoption-but Nick won't
introduce her to him unless
•^M

Heidi King/STAFF
The Savannah Film Festival
drew a crowd of about
35,000 movie buffs.

Ao
Anw tim/>
the ctrestc«tii»
streets as the show
time
drewnear. Hundreds waiting
for movie tickets were turned
away due to the great number of pass and pre-ordered
ticket holders—that was
only one night's showing
out of eight. The annual film festival
is sponsored by SCAD and
normally draws a crowd of
35,000 or more. From a
selection of 600 films, a committee selected over 50 to
screen at the three participating theaters: Lucas, Trustees
and the Red Gallery.
Each film had a clas-

he can film the reunion. Enter
Javier, Mamie's massage therapist
boyfriend, who convinces Nick to
film him instead. Now they're all
making a movie about massage.
And 'happy endings'...
Buff the Vampire Slayer
Complete Series Collection From the very first episode of
and throughout the course of
its run of almost a decade, the

sification group of which

it belonged—professional
and student entries, special
screenings and animation
competition.
Seven privileged guests,
which included Jeff Daniels
and Ellen Burstyn, were honored with lifetime achievement awards.
The festival is worth the
drive to Savannah. Many are
already looking forward to
next year's Film Festival.
One hint, of advice: buy
a pass or ticket weeks in advance; there probably won't
be any left at the box office.

show set the
standard for
quality television entertainment. Picking
up where
the relatively
disappointing
film left off,
the show followed Buffy (Sarah Michelle Gel-

Don t get
mad, work it
out with strip
aerobics
Last week we covered the brutal art of breakups and
I mentioned that a great way to bounce back and
put you out of your misery was going to the gym
and working off those frustrations. Trading the traditional "bawling-into-a-tub-of-ice-cream-while-watching-sappy-chick-flicks-method" for a more productive
one. Although I understand the need
for ONE day of quiet moping around
in your pajamas, just make sure "The
Notebook" doesn't surface.
Before mass rioting from the
women at GSU begins, I should
clarify that "The Notebook" may be
one of the best love stories, but it's the
kiss of death for the newly dumped.
Kori Ramsey
is a junior from Ro- I've found that pumping iron, runswell. She writes
ning, kickboxing-it's all much more
'Down South'for
rewarding than slowly molding into
The Hiatus on
my couch. I get to picture my ex at the
Thursdays.
end of my right hooks while forever
banishing the "fat jeans" to the depths of my closet. A
win-win situation!
However, I'm a creature that enjoys spicing things
up and found that running the track 10 times gets a bit
monotonous. One night while doing the 2 a.m. channel
surf, pausing briefly on an infomercial for "The Gazelle"
(that man creeps me out, but he's like a car accident, you
can't pry your eyes away), there was a flash of pink and
glitter. Carmen Electra's face, super-imposed on the screen
(I've just managed to grasp every male's attention) brightly
explaining her newest career venture: making people feel
sexy while working out!
Well I had to see this, because one doesn't necessarily find the words "sexy" and "working out" in the
same sentence. Strip Aerobics. Five minutes later, I was
engrossed in this new workout phenomenon. There are
five DVDs to the series: The Basics to Stripping, Toning,
Incorporating Costumes, Lap dancing and Hip-Hop.
Sadly, "broke college syndrome" kicked in and I slumped
lazily back into my couch after the screen flashed a hefty
price tag in my face.
Luck happened to be on my side as I passed through
Blockbuster in search of a boredom reliever. There it was,
staring, beckoning for me to take it home. So I rented the
set along with "Batman Begins" and hurried over to my
friends' house.
There was little enthusiasm for Batman, but quite a
hype surrounding Carmen and her stripping capabilities.
Picture this if you will: three guys and four girls, huddled
around a dying TV trying to decide how this constitutes
a workout. I get home and break out the yoga pants,
sports bra, and my New Balances from the seventh grade
(I really should invest in some new ones). I began with
Stripping Basics and now have a whole new appreciation
for strippers.
A lot of work goes into those saucy little moves. Toning had my abs, butt, legs and arms on fire by the end
of it. Basically it trains you like a dancer, incorporating
lunges and Pilates-like moves. Costumes was interesting-must. . .buy.. .pimp hat! Lap dancing was informative
and stretches you out like Gumby.
Who knew that straddling a chair/person could be
so good for your inner thighs? Hip-Hop was one of my
favorites. I enjoy anything that gives me a reason to shake
my assets (can't write that word., .must get clever)!
Overall, I was impressed with the DVDs' ability to
combine aerobics, stripping, dancing, straddling and
hair flipping.
This workout will make you feel sexy and seems to live
by a "the more you sweat and the messier your hair gets,
the better" motto. This isn't your mother's Jane Fonda
aerobics tape!
Girls will like it because it gives you an awesome workout and pumps up the confidence in the bedroom. Guys
will love it because, well, Carmen Electra's stripping!
Well, that's all for me this week kids, I must be off to
Blockbuster-the last thing I need is to get slapped with
late fees!
You can e-mail Kori with comments and suggestions at
hiatus@georgiasouthern.edu.

lar) on her quest to rid the world
of vampires, demons and various
other evil beings.
The Skeleton Key - In the dark
atmospheric backwoods just
outside of New Orleans, a live-in
nurse is hired to care for an elderly woman's ailing husband in their
home. Intrigued by the enigmatic
couple and their rambling house,
Caroline beings to explore the

old mansion.
Armed with a
skeleton key
that unlocks
every door,
she discovers a hidden
attic room
that holds a
deadly and
terrifying secret
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Allsburg s 'Zathura is the
express to another adventure <
By Cheryl Frost

'Zathura'

Staff writer

Running Time: 1 hr.35 mm.

Todays board games have come
to be known as "bored" games, but
not when coming from the imagination of Chris Van Allsburg, creator of
"The Polar Express" and "Jumanji."
Columbia Pictures brings life to yet
another Allsburg adventure in the
film recreation of "Zathura."
The story evolves around two
squabbling brothers, whose strained
relationship starts to become destructive. When one of the boys comes
across a board game in the basement
oftheir father s old house, destruction
becomes reality andreality goes right
out the window.
Like "Jumanji," once the game
is started, the players are locked in
and must endure all its dangers, until
someone reaches the last space on the
board. In this game, the dangers are
space-related.
The movie begins with a meteor
smashing into the house and con-

Anna Mitchum/STAFF

The Hot Seat...

Our weekly look at GSU's hottest rides
Age: 18
Year: Freshman
Major: Mechanical Engineering
Hometown: Parrott, Ga.
How did you come to own this
vehicle? Bought it from a friend.
What did you pay for it?
$300
How much money have you
put into it since you bought it?

$12,500
While riding in your car, are
there any rules? No smoking
Would you ever consider
selling it? Never.
When you are in your car,
how do you feel? Relaxed and
comfortable.
How do you take care of
your car? Try to keep it clean and
tuned up.

Jake Pritchard
74 Dodge Dart
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Quick snacks for time-restricted days
By Alicia Howe
Staff writer

It's that time again where students
start to cram for tests, spend long
nights at the library and eat food that
comes from a drive-through window.
While school can be stressful and
time can be restricted, it is important
to keep your energy up by eating

HAPPENINGS

healthy food.
One way to do this is by preparing
snacks in your free time that can be
frozen and heated up when necessary.
Another way is to make snacks that
take next to no time to bake. Try these
recipes when you need a fast, homemade snack to boost your energy:
E-mail comments and suggestions
to hiatus@georgiasouthern.edu.

Sausage Balls

Cheese Crisps
Grated Parmesan cheese

1 package of hot ground
sausage
3 cups of Bisquick
8 oz. bag of shredded mild
cheddar cheese
1 teaspoon of cayenne pepper
or hot sauce

1

I.Turn stove on medium high
heat
2. Spray large skillet with cooking spray
3. Place cheese onto skillet in
small circles (about the size of
a pancake)
4. Bake until cheese turns a
golden color
5. Place on plate to cool.

In Your Spare Time
1. Shredded cheese arid put in
bowl with Bisquick, sausage,
and cayenne pepper
2. Mix with hands until all the
ingredients are thoroughly
mixed together
3. Take about a tablespoon of
mixture and roll into a ball
4.) Place in Ziploc bag and place
in freezer

* When making cheese crisps
you should never leave the
stove.The cheese will cookfast,
and you don't want to burn
your snack!
* Cheese crisps are great alone
and on salads. Just crumple up
a crisp and use it as croutons
for your salad!

When You Need Food Fast
1. Preheat oven to 350 degrees
2. Take desired amount of sausage balls out of bag and place
on baking sheet
3. Bake for 15 minutes or until
golden brown

Thursday, November 10
• 7 p.m. Fall Film Series -"City of
God," CIT Building, Room 1004.
• 8 p.m. Averitt Center, Statesboro
Cares: A Celebration of Living
• 8 p.m. GSU Jazz Combo featuring Jay Lambert Group In Carol
A. Carter Recital Hall, Foy Fine
Arts Building
•3 p.m.-Theatre-"A Midsummer
Night's Dream," PAC. For tickets,
call 486-7999.
Friday, November 11
• CRIThe Iron Eagle. Cost of the
event is $ 10for students and $20
for others. Contact Nathan Kile at
Nkile1@georgiasouthem.edufor
more information.
• 8 p.m. -Theatre -"A Midsummer
Night's Dream," PAC. For tickets,
call 486-7999.
Saturday, November 12
• Botanical Garden - "Decorative Bows." Learn to make stunning, professional quality bows.
Contact the Garden to register,
912-871-1149.
• 8 p.m. -Theatre -"A Midsummer
Night's Dream," PAC. For tickets,
486-7999.
Sunday, November 13
•7p.m. Statesboro-GSU Symphony Harvest Festival In PAC.
Notes: Tickets: $15 Adults, $10
Children. Call 486-7999

Release Date: Friday, November
11th, 2005 (wide).
Rating: PG for fantasy action and
peril, and some language;
Times: (1:00), (3:15), (5:30), 7:45,
10:00

•••••

Grade-5 of 5

tinues through battles with alien
life forms. The house is plummeted
into space, the boys' teenage sister is
frozen, their newly acquired robot
is defective and along the way, they
pick up a hitchhiking astronaut. The
brothers must work together to survive the adventure and get backhome.
The older brother, Walter, also finds
himself faced with decisions that can
have serious consequences.
The best overall description of
this movie is that it's fun. It portrays
every child's dream: to be swept away
into an imaginary world and to be
the only one to stand in the way of

universal disaster.
Despite his newness to film, Jonah
Bobo, as six-year-old Danny, had
the cute sad-face down to a science
and had the audience cooing. His
energetic acting was superb and his
facial expressions priceless.
Josh Hutcherson (The Polar
Express) played the older brother,
Walter. Though his performance was
also impressive, it was a bit hard to accept that he was supposed to be nine,
when the actor was nearly 13.
Other actors like Tim Robbins
(War of the Worlds) and Dax Shepard
(Cheaper by the Dozen, Without a
Paddle) made brief appearances as
did the animated voice of Frank Oz.
But it was Bobo and Hutcherson
who carried the film, outstandingly,
from beginning all the way to its
magnificent end.
Zathura is an awesome getaway,
a fantastic way to turn your back
on adulthood and slip back into
innocence and the imagination of
a child.

Cinema Arts supports National French
Week by showing feature film 'Chaos'

By Heidi King
Staff writer

An odd feeling comes over me—I
just watched a story about rape, prostitution, drugs and violence, but the
film was actually comical.
Not the average stand-up comedy
or pathetic puns but something different. I guess it was the cut scenes
or maybe the tenderness and honesty
of each character.
Some 150 patrons and faculty
members came to support Cinema
Arts and National French Week,
and most seemed to really enjoy
the film.
The order for Monday was a cute
French film, "Chaos"—a foretelling
title. Striking me as odd, the film
views as if it was through a personal
video camera—instead of appearing
artsy, it seemed cheap-indie.
The fast-paced motions of the

JU's COH« (i«

actors were blurred, almost as if the
camera could not keep up-maybe
it was a chaotic artistic effect. But
overlook this and the movie will
remain tolerable..
The plot is a twisting tale of two
families-both are of equal importance. Helene and Paul are an overworked, stale couple whose thirst for
life or lust has dried into sand.
Noemie is an Arabic prostitute
with a hunger for money and knowledge. These three people collide when
Noemie is being chased and beaten
by her pimps while Helene and Paul
drive near by. Instead of helping, Paul
immediately locks the doors.
After driving off, Helene begins
to grow curious of the girl and her
well-being, even to the point of
sneaking into intensive care to see
her. A friendship develops with the
comatose victim and Helene soon

'Chaos' Co tine Serreau
Cast: Vincent Lindon, Catherine
Frot, Rachida Brakni
Running Time: 1 hour 53 minutes
DVD Release: Dec. 16,2003
French with English subtitles
amazon.com: $26.%
barnesandnoble.com: $26.98

Grade-3 of 5
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finds herself living at the hospital.
Slowly Noemie awakens and
develops speech again—at this point
the movie splits in two and the story
of Noemie begins.
This film was a character orgy-everyone had met, loved and lusted
each other at some point during the
movie. A bit chaotic, but if you are a
cinema devotee, easy to follow.
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Offering Statesboro the finest coffees,teas & frozen drinks

e also carry a wide selection
Y^fp-I : bottled waters & pasteries

|*71 -JAVA.
Savannah's #1 Japanese Resturant
Noy^ if»i£fatesboro!!!
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FANTASY

l 715 Northslde Drive East in Southern Square Center • Next to K-Mart fl'
Jr. Chicken Bowl $3.15'
Jr. Shrimp Bowl $3.95
Chicken Bowl $4.50
Shrimp Bowl $5.50
Shrimp/Chicken $5.75

We Can Quickly Make Your Favorite Dish.
So You Get In and Out In a Hurry
"iibachi Steak • Shrimp Tempiira
Teriyakl Chicken & Shrimp
Sushi • Salads • Appetizers and Much More...
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Mount: II AM - 9 PM 7 Pay A W*ck

K-Mtrt |

912-764-5150
fax 912-764-5655

WHW.capHalJapan.com
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Don't accept
imitations

489-4444

Located a half block north of Wendy's,
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Price applies to most vehicles. Expires 11/30/05
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Get your juices flowing

620 fair road. #2
statesboro, ga 30455
(912) 651-7979 or fax (912) 651-7952

il

Includes up to
5 qts. of Castrol

612 S. Zetterower Avenue
www.expresstuneandlube.com
Monday - Friday 7:30am - 6:30pm

MAUI SMOOTHIES &
COFFEE HOUSE
es

Tire, Alignment
& Exhaust Center

Randy, Robert, Tracy
811 South Main Street

|f 681-1975
Hours: Mon.-Sot. 8 o.m. - 6 p.m.
ssr rJM
KUBHMHMSMSKIKMMr/AWaVVVB.^^

Weekly Specials Available!
Stop by for details!

Ask How fo
Earn a Free
CarWosN
Head Lamp Restoration Available!

